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Abstract
This thesis examines the ways literary critics have interpreted William Blake's 
The Marriage o f Heaven and Heil (1790) and proposes an alternate means of reading the 
illuminated work in die contexts of material construction and visual representation. The 
reading offered is based on the supposition that the ilUiminalions are not merely 
decorative but are a collaborative text that must also be “read”. Chapter One, grounded 
in theoretical constructions of the activity of reading, investigates how a work of 
literature communicates to its readers, as well as the spatial and intellectual dynamics of 
how readers interpret literature. Theories of reading proposed by Jerome McGann, David 
V. Erdman, Stephen Behrendt, Tzvetan Todorov, and Jonathan Cutter are scrutinized and 
their application to interpreting Blake’s illuminations evaluated. Chapter Two undertakes 
a  study of Blake’s methods of design by cramming the commercial illustrations be 
executed for Edward Young’s Night Thoughts (1795). The designs for Night Thoughts 
demonstrate Blake’s technique of reading and interpreting an extant text and give clues as 
to how he may have approached his own textual designs. Chapter Three opens with a 
discussion ofhow Blake critics have treated and mistreated die illuminated page and 
concludes with a reading of the ittunrinatioas in Marriage as wett as an analysis ofhow 
the images perform as literary sigmfiers. Chapter Four considers Blake’s aesthetic 
thpftrif j  in pnnjimrtii^ with his material pp rt’r<K Th^ ng  ̂o f and gold Wtf in the 
various copies of Marriage (C, D, F, H, I) is interpreted in die way they are used to create 
a unification of thematic and conceptual ideas found in the text. The materials Blake 
used in creating his illuminated books represent a balance between aesthetics and 
economics and so these materials need to be read in their proper context: they highlight
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
and emphasize die elements of the page that cany the weight of meaning. Having read 
Blake’s illuminated page as a material object that offers meaning not only through words 
and images but also through its very process of creation, this thesis offers an 
understanding of both Blake and his illuminated work.
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Chapter 1: Reading Theory
“ When a Work has Unity it is as much in a Part as in the Whole, 
the Torso is as much a Unity as the Laocoon "
(Blake “On Homer’s Poetry,” E 267)
Reading is a behaviour mediated by social conventions and cultural practices. A 
work ofHterature communicates to its readers and there can be as many interpretations o f 
a work as there are readers. But can there be an intrinsic meaning to a text? Certainly 
William Blake’s illuminated works, as combinations of image and text, have fundamental 
meanings that can be understood by readers as the “intention” o f the author. However, 
both literary critics and art critics m their separate disciplines have long misunderstood 
Blake’s illuminated works. An attempt must be made to “read” Blake’s texts as unified 
art objects. Even though the illuminated works are temporally so for removed from 
Blake and his original authorial intention, these texts have not become autonomous; they 
are not merely an art form for themselves, bat rather they can speak to readers if they are 
approached in an appropriate manner. What complicates matters is that there is no 
definitive model of meaning for the ilhiminafrd works. Blake’s texts do not rely solely 
upon authorial intention for their meaning. At times they leave room for the reader to 
complete them through imaginative visual construction. This study ofhow Blake’s 
illuminated works are read is a way of investigating how his texts hold the meanings 
found by his readers. Because every reading o f a text can be considered idiosyncratic, 
bar not entirety setf-reflexive, “a literary work can have a range of meanings, bat nor just 
any meaning ” (Culler 52) What 1 would Idee to explore and what needs to be explained 
is how this range o f meanings arises; what are plausible readings and what elements of 
Blake’s texts determine plausibility?
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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“Reading” is a term that can hold many possible meanings. It is a physical 
activity, in the ways that die eye scans text; it is an interpretive action that goes beyond 
die movements of the eye and involves the internalization of the text There is also a 
third sense of die word in the world of literary criticism that involves the 
professionalization of reading. While any of these definitions can be applied to the term 
“reading”, die professionalized reading in which literary critics partake concerns this 
thesis most This trained and specialized type of reading encompasses all meanings of 
the verb “to read”. In the past literary scholars have undertaken a “reading” of Blake’s 
poetry while visual arts scholars have given a “reading” ofhis images, but rarely have 
these two fields come together as a united front to “read” Blake as a whole. Jerome 
McGamt, in his work The Textual Condition, writes:
...every book—indeed, every scripted text—is a code of signals designed 
to put specific sets o f [communicative] interchanges in operation. 
Readers, for their part, decode the signals, but that is not all they do. They 
also retransmit, functioning as secondary authorities who interact with 
other readers, but who also re-act on the initial code of signals, 
complicating and altering the original messages. (McGann 124)
Literary scholars interact with other readers through critical texts. By setting themselves 
up as authorities in decoding textual signals, critics play a vital role in the construction of 
meaning for other readers. In Blake’s texts, not all the verbal and visual signals are 
decoded by literary critics and so McGann’s “complicating and altering” of the author’s 
message has the potential to become a misinterpretation. In understanding this 
importance o f the reader function, especially the role of the critic in the literary world, it
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
becomes frustrating to come across a “misreading” of a text. Misinterpretations of 
Blake’s illuminated texts have been perpetuated based on faulty readings of the 
image/text combination or a reading of one without the other. The interpretations that 
have been postdated on Biake denote the ideological truisms to which the reader/critic 
subscribes. The problem is that Blake is not always axiomatic. A higher degree of 
literacy is required of a reader who wishes to decode, assess and employ Blake’s texts. 
Scholars have the responsibility to achieve Blakean literacy: to be able to decipher and 
use his texts with the highest degree of accuracy.
Reading theory and die act of interpretation assume that the reader is presented 
with an accurate and consistent text. There are two assumptions in this hypothesis that 
make it inapplicable to Blake. The first is that the majority of readers are not presented 
with an “accurate” Blake text because of the difficulty in the reproduction of his 
illuminated works. Most students, and indeed many critics, read Blake as a flat, typeset, 
imageless text that comes through an editorial filter. This is due to the inaccessibility of 
the original texts, which are considered rare and precious works of art and held in private 
collections and museums. To read Blake’s work in an anthology or in any modem book 
format other than a facsimile edition or a digital archive is to limit the experience of 
Blake’s flhmmated books; the reader is missing half the “text”: the images. Facsimiles 
and digitized text, although limited in the physical experience of the page, at least provide 
the reader with a “whole” version of the illuminated work. The anthologized format also 
poses great difficulties when attempting to transcribe deliberate differences in text colour 
that may hold significance in the reading of the lines. An example o f this can be found in 
Blake’s coloured, hand-lettered “Proverbs ofHelT in The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
copy H. David V. Erdman, as editor o f The Complete Poetry and Prose o f William Blake 
interpreted and retransmitted these colour schemes by signifying differences in the 
spacing of the proverbs. But spacing alone is not enough to convey an accurate textual 
message. Blake’s pages often consist of images inserted into text or text interspersed 
between pictures, causing a purposeful interruption of the linear reading process. An 
anthology cannot reproduce that meaningful effect The second assumption is that 
Blake’s texts, even in original form, could ever be considered consistent. Blake’s texts 
are never “regular” nor are editions of his work uniformly identical due to the inherent 
variance ofhis printing and designing processes. So how do these assumptions change 
the theory for Blake’s readers? Each text must be understood to be a unique artifact 
Does the meaning of each text change because of this? Not as much as many critics have 
thought in the past Each text may be a unique artifact but aberrant copies o f the same 
work do not communicate unique messages. Blake’s readers carry the responsibility not 
only of “interpreting” the image/text combination, but also of understanding die creation 
of such a text so as not to get carried away with interpreting the “Minute Particulars” that 
are accidentals commonly occurring during the printmakmg process.
Although their mode of exegesis may vary, good readers desire an tnrimatc 
understanding o f the text. In the past, a formalist, or close reading of the text was
twj^cary to attain thi. t^vfual mtimary cn many rritin mA Robert
Damton, in his studies of readers and reading mentalities, has suggested that where the 
text is most opaque, where the reader finds it most unreadable is exactly where we need 
to look for meaning.1 It is time fbrKteraiy scholars to begin examining die opacity of
1 Robert Dtmton. The Own Cat M w nnf and Other Episodes in French Cultiaml History. New York: 
Vintage, 1985, p. 5.
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Blake's illuminations. Reading, in literature as well as in other disciplines, should not be 
limited to print, or simply “words”, and this is why, in order to extract meaning from 
Blake’s illuminated works, the entire text must be considered. When requested by 
Dawson Turner to print the flhuninations “without die Writing”, Blake replied that the act 
of printing only the images would cause “the Loss o f some of the best things,” because 
the illuminations “when Printed perfect accompany Poetical Personifications & Acts, 
without which Poems they never could have been Executed” (Blake to Turner, June 9 
1818). This statement by Blake proves die codependence of image and text in his 
illuminated works and the necessity of presenting both for a complete experience of 
meaning.
In discussing how a text is read it is imperative to examine the readers of that text. 
Because reading is a skill, inevitably there will be a hierarchy o f readers. Literary and 
visual works become obscure to those readers/viewers who have not assimilated the 
appropriate conventions that come with the genre. Being a good reader requires practice; 
“someone who has read a lot ofHterature is better equipped to understand a work than 
someone who has read none.” (Culler 52) What applies to literature goes for the visual 
arts as wed: the more paintings, sculptures, prints, drawings, etc. one has examined the 
better such a viewer is at reading and understanding the heart of the piece. It can be 
assumed that critics, with all their experience, would be good readers. But there is no 
such thing as a typical reader or a representative critic. An ideal reader would imply an 
ideal reading, limiting the range of meaning possible for a text Instead, individual 
interpretation tends to take place within a general idiom provided by die framework of 
culture. The culture represented in a text is static, but how a reader internalizes that text
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
changes with the transformations of culture. The readers of Blake’s time may never be 
recaptured, but Blake’s readers today can be seen to be emerging from a specific cultural 
situation that would dictate the personal approach to the text To move beyond the 
inscribed or ideal, and often anonymous “reader” (intend to create a case study. My case 
study wiH consist of the “readings” of Blake published by other literary scholars and 
critics. This is die only solid evidence of reading that can be presented free of 
assumptions about mentalities and personal opinions. My case study group may be 
limited but this empiricism guarantees a more accurate description of what a book means 
to its readers, who in this case are people in literary studies. Stephen Behrendt, in his 
work Reading William Blake, argues that Blake’s readers play an important role in the 
creation of the text. But he also warns that we must not “mistake our act of reading for 
the work itself’ (Behrendt 3). The interpretations that a critic develops about a work 
become anchored to that text and tend to represent die text for other readers. Words 
chosen to describe a text are a product of the critic’s reading and are often mistaken for 
the definitive reading itself. If the terms we use about a specific text construct a meaning 
for that text, then my primary objective is to clarify those terms and assess their utility 
with regard to the production of meaning in Blake’s texts.
The theories I will be discussing have not formerly been applied to the
iilnmmatpH urnrlec an/4 ca tke Hig/-iiggirm n f tfa^nwc mwtc tr> Htr^fly tr>
Blake. The easiest way to go about this is by demonstrating how these concepts and 
ideas are inadvertendy applied or misapplied to Blake through critical readings. David 
V. Erdman is the perfect exemplar critic. One of the foremost Blake scholars in the 
world, Erdman has produced many o f die primary scholarly texts on Blake, including die
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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definitive The Illuminated Blake: William Blake s Complete Illuminated Works with a 
Plate-by-Plate Commentary. Erdman searches for meaning in both die images and the 
text and understands the importance of their combined function. His purpose for 
cataloguing the illuminafed works was to show that the illuminations affect the reading of 
the verbal text. He writes:
For I believe that the ffluminanon has frequendy been dimmer than it 
should be because of our tendency to neglect the simple level of direct 
illustration. It has become customary among students of Blake’s pictures 
to suppose that very many o f diem do not directly concern the text, since 
we have never possessed an even rudimentary reading of them all—a lack 
which it is one purpose of this book to remedy. (Illuminated 13)
Equally as important is that Erdman acknowledges Blake’s production process. Even 
though his book is not the ideal forum for the discussion of artistic process, and at times 
he is erroneous in some of his assumptions, Erdman at least recognizes the importance of 
the m echanics behind the books. Although he concedes that there can be multiple levels 
o f meaning to each plate, he attempts to “attend to die fold o f meaning diat seems 
uppermost, yet to take notice of Blake’s workshop symbolism whenever it visibly links 
illustrations and text.” (13) Erdman and his Illuminated Blake catalogue, used as a 
running example throughout this chapter, will demonstrate the importance of the role o f 
the critic in defining textual meaning and also the ways in which Blake’s illuminated 
works are internalized by an experienced “reader”.
• As a prefatory note, Erdman’s catalogue of die illuminated works is printed in 
black and white. Upon reading his introduction one can interpolate die reasons why this
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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was done. He writes that today few Blake readers are “able to be spectators but have had 
to depend primarily on die reprinted words'” ([Illuminated 10) given to them by editors of 
modem anthologies and monographs. Attempts to rectify the problem of being able to 
reproduce the actual experience of viewing complete and whole illuminated works have 
been made in the form of facsimile editions. Erdman admits that “some of them [are} 
rather good” but that they can be “unreliable in details and often misleading in color.”
(10) While recognizing die fact that colour tends to affect die production of meaning in 
individual illum inated texts, Erdman feels that the illuminations in his catalogue would 
best serve their purpose in black and white, considering the complex range of colour 
variations between copies of die illuminated texts. He does not ignore colouration 
altogether, though. In his brief descriptions of the plates he offers commentary on visual 
aberrations and analyses o f the colour schemes of some of the details in the plates. His 
descriptions offer the perfect opportunity to understand the reading and comprehension 
process of a Blake expert who is constructing the meaning of Blake’s texts for other 
readers.
Erdman undertakes a reading of die illuminations in order to better understand 
Blake’s method of printing. He writes:
The most universal as well as the most personal themes of the poem are 
represented in [the] plates.... The very web and texture and color of his 
thinking derive and spin out and exfoliate from the daily acts of his labors 
on copper, from the minute particulars of the intimate, delicate, thread-thin 
and steel-strong interconnection of life and art. For the moment 
everything else is funneled through that vortex. (Illummated 12)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Method and process constitute the structure of die text The appearance of the text and its 
visual configuration result in die complex layers of meaning that can only be found in die 
unique combination of image and word. Blake’s texts express a unique literary 
communication that cannot be satisfactorily understood using purely lexical models of 
reading theory. In his work The Textual Condition, Jerome McGann attempts to 
understand the structure of the act of reading by setting up a framework from which to 
understand how “books and even poems communicate” (McGann 103). McGann 
demonstrates the limitations of previous models that equate reading with the “deciphering 
o f the linguistic text” (104) and attempts to lay a new framework with which to study 
reading in order to determine “whether reading is an act of decoding or an act of 
construction.” (104) Reading an fflummated book often requires both skifis: the literary 
decoding of the visual significrs and the visual construction of the verbal text.
Tzvetan Todorov’s article “Reading as Construction” reinforces McGann’s stance 
on the process of reading. However, Todorov feels that not all reading is constructive 
and that, “only by subjecting the text to a particular type of reading do we construct, from 
our reading, an imaginary universe.”  (Todorov 67) How a text prompts die reader to 
create this imaginary world can be determined by the elements of the text that produce 
the gaps that require “filling” to achieve meaning. Todorov suggests that “only 
referential sentences allow construction to take place” (68) As limited to linguistics as 
this statement appears to be, it can also be applied to Blake. His lines of poetry or prose 
may not always be referential in nature but they do operate as anaphors. The words in the 
lines are referring to preceding segments of the same discourse: the illuminations. 
Characteristics o f discourse do not have to be limited to sentences. Blake’s narrative
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discourse, rather than evoking an imaginary world for die reader, becomes referential to 
the world already depicted in the illuminations, making these images a part o f die 
narrative discourse. The “vision” produced by readers of imageless texts determines the 
work of construction. Good readers would take into account both the event recounted 
and the position of the person “seeing” the event (most likely the narrator or author). Just 
because Blake provides his readers with a set “vision” does not mean that there can be no 
construction within his texts. With Blake’s illuminated works the verbal text invokes a 
mental vision in the reader, the illumination provided by the author invokes imaginative  
construction between die gap produced by die discrepancy between the author’s vision 
and the reader’s vision. Erdman often makes connections between portions of the text 
based upon the visual imagery, not the verbal text For instance, while examining plate 4
n f  M nrrinoo  th» maw n f  th» M U c An l«y»r n f
meaning:
Blake would have known that an eagle thus rising but chained to a log is 
an emblem of Ambition. When he added die chain, was he making a 
thematic link to the eagle in Plate 15? That is, might the serpent there 
become the eagle’s chain? (Illuminated 102)
Erdman constructs a meaning out of the visual similarities be finds between two 
independent visions provided by the artist on two separate plates. But not every page of 
Blake’s illuminated works is illuminated. The reader is allowed to construct a vision of 
the text, a virtual illustration, but this construction is controlled and directed by die 
author, as we win see in The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell in Blake’s description o f die 
abyss.
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This notion of “vision”, although central to the constructionist theory of reading 
words, can be expanded to include multidisciplinary works. For Blake’s readers die 
vision is signified by words and symbolized by the flhmrinations. Symbols are 
interpreted while sigmfiers are understood. There is a gap between comprehension and 
interpretation that leaves room for construction. However, after construction comes a re- 
interpretation of the unified whole created by the reader. (Todorov 75) This re­
interpretation is limited  by the constraints of die text and the cultural context. The 
constraints o f Blake's texts are not limited to the information given by the words or 
images. Rather the words and images are themselves the restrictions as they are evidence 
of a constricted process of creation. Blake’s cultural context, his economic, social and 
political status, affected his mode of production. And so the process of reading Blake’s
ti~+c alert fair* win VffliiHt thm r w r y  prrwr̂ gc n f  prrwdm-rirm
In die past, scholars have been restricted to die “linear process of the linguistic 
text” instead of approaching the “constructions of die page as a visual field.” (McGann 
106) McGann feels that the physical page should not be subtracted from the reading 
field, rather it should be seen as a “gestalt for organizing die way the eye will scan the 
page and its heteronomous characters.” (108) This is also a valid approach to reading 
Blake’s text The tUuminated page, as a unification of words and images, becomes more 
than die sum of its literary and imagistic parts. The page as an organized whole is 
composed by Blake in a way that forces the reader’s eye along certain paths. The 
simplest and best self-contained examples of this can be found in die Songs o f Innocence 
and o f Experience. “The Divine Image” (Innocence) (fig. 1) depicts a large, delicate vine 
that is intertwined about a fiery flame, which as a whole is woven amongst die words and
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Figure I. William Blake, “The Divine Image”, Songs o f Innocence and o f 
Experience, from David V. Erdman, The Illuminated Blake.* William 
Blake's Complete Illuminated Works with a Plate-by-Plate Commentary 
(New York: Dover, 1974) 59.
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figures present on the page. Erdman calls the vine/fire combination a “flowering flame”
(Illuminated 59) and he describes the motion o f the vine/flame, or how it leads his eye, in 
great detail:
[the flame) roars between man and woman...to expand infinitely with 
infinite divisions and complex “motion and «M»mtermotion” into a gigantic 
reversed but not serpentine S ....  [The vine] leaps swifter than the flame to 
make a Jacob’s ladder ascent up the right side, and it surpasses the tips of 
flame, bending die longest back to shelter human forms. It explodes 
leafing hands against the hand of flame at the left which threatens to close 
its circle. This place of the meeting of contraries is thus held open for 
“The Divine Image,” the name of this poem which speaks aH to the vine’s 
purpose, leaving the wrath to the illumination. (Illuminated  59)
The vine/flame acts both as a framing and a dividing device on the page. Erdman 
expressed that this illumination acted as a pointer for him to the meaning of the plate. 
Similarly, “The Fly” (Experience) uses tree branches and vine tendrils to control and 
direct the reading o f the words. Erdman describes this framework: ‘Two barren trees 
make a squarish arch over the poem and scene, with a stiff tendril separating the two 
columns of stasaas.” (Illummated 82) While die arrangement of branches and vines 
serves a practical purpose, that of dividing columns of stanzas for ease o f reading, 
Erdman also sees them as having a different function: “All the relations pictured are of 
entrapment and blind domination” (82) as he sees the branches as a “trap” for the figures 
and the words.
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Erdman also exemplifies this manner of ocular organization in his reading of The 
Marriage o f Heaven and Hell. Although not as compact as the individual Songs, 
Marriage also demonstrates many of the same directorial techniques used by Blake. 
Erdman’s reading of the flhtminations is derived from how his eye is directed along 
Blake’s page. His commentary is a map of how the page, asa  gestalt, works. Plate 12 is 
sparsely adorned with small flourishes, forms and figures throughout the text but is 
without any singular, dominating illumination. These little shapes can act as signifiers 
and pointers for the important words and phrases that Blake wants highligh ted  While 
Erdman concedes that these forms “may seem little more than elegant printer's 
indicators” (109), he finds more meaning and a deeper purpose in them: “the grape leaf at 
the first paragraph and the open-mouthed serpent beginning the next are introducing 
prophets” (109). Erdman “reads” these the tiny illuminations as objects that endow the 
verbal text with complex levels of meaning. A bird flying upside down is “perverted 
inspiration” while a worm is “a headless contrary to the serpent” (109); he places 
importance on the lines, “All poets believe that it does, & in ages of imagination this firm 
perswasion removed mountains; but many are not capable o f a firm perswasion o f any 
thing” (E 38-9; MHH12), because they are “setoff by soul and body figures flying 
respectively left and right, flanked by serpentine scrolls.” {Illuminated 109) On plate 20 
of Marriage, the reader’s eye, as demonstrated by Erdman, moves linearly along the lines 
of verbal text to the last word “works”. A detail stemming from the last word “works” is 
of a man sitting on a branch (an extension of the final “s”) viewing the giant serpent, 
Leviathan, described on plate 18. This figure is seen as sometimes representing Blake
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and sometimes the angel. It is the transitional guiding figure that leads the reader 
smoothly from the words to the images.
There exist two more structures in McGann’s model of reading that can also apply 
to Blake: spatial reading and radial reading. The concept of “spatial reading” (108) 
recognizes “the crucial importance which spatial relations play in the structure of texts”
(113), particularly Blake’s texts, and that these spatial relations are important for 
reminding us that the “reading eye is a scanning mechanism as well as a linear decoder.” 
(113) While McGann acknowledges the relevance of the spatial function of text for the 
reader, he does not fully understand its repercussions in Blake’s texts. Sometimes the 
verbal text seems to be crowded onto the page. The lines of poetry are sometimes 
oppressed by die illuminations, as if the picture were more important to be depicted fully 
and the words were secondary. Plate 24 of The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell shows 
Nebuchadnezzar’s illumination as crowding out the last line “One Law for the Lion & Ox 
is Oppression”. Although this occurs on some illuminated  plates, it is not a general rule 
for each page. Neither image nor text is ever consistently predominant on the page. 
Erdman recognizes these spatial relations interacting on Blake’s pages. One specific 
example he cites occurs in The Marriage o f Heaven and Heil when Blake describes the 
“Printing house in Hell”. The illumination on plate IS is described by Erdman as “an
o f  tha gnllahnratinn n f thi» w jv n t  n f  temporal A.lin^rirm u/frh
spatial illustration.” (Illuminated 11)
This point about spatial arrangement of text on a page brings up die issue of 
formatting. McGann argues that all poetry requires that the reader decipher the text in 
both spatial and linear terms: “stanzaic and generic forms, rhyme schemes, metrical
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orders...all...deploy spatial functions in scripted texts” (113). Therefore the formatting 
o f the editor’s presentation of a text inadvertently affects the reading of Oat text. This is 
nowhere truer than with Blake’s books. The formatting of Blake’s poetry and prose on 
the page of an anthology results in a different reading process than that of die illuminated 
books. The hne breaks may have been maintained, but this simple attempt at preserving 
the spatial integrity of the work is inadequate when dealing with a literary piece that is so 
enmeshed with its artistic rendering. Formatting, as an editorial decision, affects how a 
text is read, and so editors play an important role in filtering Blake’s texts to the reader. 
Erdman, besides being die author o f The Illuminated Blake, is also die editor o f The 
Complete Poetry and Prose o f William Blake, an “anthology” of Blake’s work without 
the images. This collection was his attempt to supply students with “a sounder and more 
uncluttered text for reading than has been heretofore available,” (E XXm). Compare this 
to Erdman’s introduction in The Illuminated Blake:
If we respect [Blake’s printing process], both author and spectator may 
be “sure of... reward.”  For we shall discover not only that becoming 
equally familiar with the bride and groom of Blake’s marriage of painting 
and poetry wifi enable us to share in die perfect happiness promised by 
Blake’s art, but also that die substance of the work itself, the 
components of its design, the polar terms of its reference whether in 
thematic structure (at the center) or in ornament (at the circumference) 
will lead again and again to the struggle and symbiosis, the mutual 
embracing and mutual annihilation, ofPoetry and Fainting, o f linear song 
and spatial image. {Illuminated 10-11)
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These two texts are not in opposition to one another but reinforce Erdman in his belief 
that “certainly the poems can stand alone, while many of the pictures cannot”
(Illuminated 10) The language Erdman uses (“ornament (at the circumference)”) 
suggests to the reader that he considers die iBummatkms m arginal or peripheral to the 
verbal text In The Illuminated Blake Erdman continues to treat the illuminations as 
secondary to the Blake’s words. He offers his notes on die plates as “a guide to the 
pictures” (14) but his readings are limited as his notes “attend to the text only as it relates 
to the pictures” (14). He realizes that “Blake’s pictures are never full translations of the 
text”  (14) and leaves it up to die reader to “put these picture notes into meaningful 
perspective” (14) and to test his reading against their own “full experience of the text and 
pictures” (14). As a literary scholar, Erdman considers the verbal text primary, while 
marginalizing the rich text o f the illuminations. The result is that Erdman’s 
commentaries on Blake, by his own admission, fall short of achieving a complete reading 
of the illuminated works.
Spatial reading alone is not sufficient to understand Blake’s texts because radial 
reading, the “activity o f reading [that] regularly transcends its own ocular physical bases”  
(qtd. in McGann 116), often comes into play in the dhnninated works. This type of 
reading “involves decoding one or more o f the contexts that interpenetrate the scripted 
and physical text” (119) Mr/lann lflr<» ftghran/fr hgfatwg tfiaf r 111* cp^alfing
and writing, is a communicative exchange that works through a structure of reciprocals. 
(119) In this way the reader participates in the construction of the text; we finish Blake’s 
texts by uniting the images and words in our mind and creating a third text, a virtual text, 
that is informed by our own cultural practices and personal knowledge. Erdman seems to
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understand the point that McGann and Behrendt make about viewer participation. He 
believes that Blake’s pages contain simply words and illustrations, but when this 
“collaboration [is] joined in by the spectator,” then it “is attended to and perfected as 
Summation,” (Illuminated 11). However, there exists a problem with the "‘virtual text” 
that Behrendt describes. The reader, in bringing his or her own cultural symbolic 
framework to the text, could misread Blake’s “symbolism” For example, a common 
inteipretation of the colour white is that it represents purity while red is shame or passion. 
This typical reading becomes problematic when applied to Blake because it does not 
explain the author’s intention in “Infant Joy” and “The Sick Rose”, two poems from 
Songs, opposite in tone, that contain red most often as the predominant colour.
Sometimes Blake subscribes to typical iconographic conventions and sometimes he 
inverts them; there is no template to help interpret his choice of colour or image. 
(Behrendt 37) The context in which these iconographic elements must be examined is 
the situation of the printmaker. Economic factors intermingle with aesthetic judgments 
and so Blake’s choice o f colour may not be a purely artistic decision.
Blake’s ffluminated texts are radial in that they draw the reader away from die 
words on the page; the images help to transporrthe reader beyond the linear reading field 
by making it necessary to constantly alternate between looking at the images and the 
words on the page. But the illuminations and words also function in a symbiotic manner. 
Erdman has noted, “Blake’s text frequently incorporates images o f delineation and 
colouring while his illustrations frequently incorporate images of diinking and writing ”
(Illuminated 10>11) The incorporation of inter-textually referential material causes the 
reader/viewer to jump back and forth between dunking about die images and thinking
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about the words. Examples of this abound in The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell. The 
illumination on plate 10 depicts three figures participating in acts that refer to verbal 
texts: one is writing in a book, one is instructing from a scroll and the third is copying the 
assumed proverbs from the scroll into a second book. Plate 24 contains a small vignette 
ofa group offbur prophets depicted between the third and fourth fines. The prophets 
appear to be reading together and are bracketed by books, an indirect reference to the act 
of writing. The verbal text makes reference to the word “sense” frequently. The 
repetition of the word “sensual” and the five senses tells the reader that Blake does not 
want his pages simply to be read, rather that he aims for a complete sensuous experience 
with his texts. However, the best example of visual delineation within Marriage can be 
found on plates 17,18 and 19. Upon meeting an angel, the young man asks to be shown, 
not told, his fate, “perhaps you win be willing to shew me my eternal lot” (E 41; MHH 
17). This sets the scene for plate 18 where the narrator gives the magnificent description 
of the “infinite Abyss”:
...from between the black & white spiders a cloud and fire burst and rolled 
thro the deep blackning all beneath, so that die nether deep grew black as a 
sea Sc rotted with a terrible noise...titt looking east between the clouds Sc 
the waves, we saw a cataract o f blood mixed with fire and not many stones 
throw from us appeared and sunk again the scaly fold o f a monstrous 
serpent at last to the east distant about three degrees appeard a fiery crest 
above the waves slowly it reared like a ridge of golden rocks till we 
discovered two globes of crimson fire, from which the sea fled away in 
clouds o f smoke, and now we saw, it was die head o f Leviathan, his
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forehead was divided into streaks of green & purple like those on a tygers 
forehead: soon we saw his mouth & red gills hang just above die raging 
foam tinging the black deep with beams of blood, advancing toward [pl 
19] us with all the fury of a spiritual existence. (E 41; MHH 18-19)
What makes this a true visual delineation is that this plate contains absolutely no 
illuminations. With the exception of a few flourishes, this plate is purely a verbal text, 
and the least adorned of all the plates in Marriage. It is at this point, with the 
combination of the unadorned page and the detailed descriptions offered by Blake, that 
the author surely wants the reader to construct the image for his text Erdman’s reading 
of the plainness of this page is that “the vision of the angel imposes barrenness on the 
lettering exeept for an occasional floral flourish” (Illuminated 115). The author’s vision 
of Leviathan is offered two pages later on plate 20. It is at this point that the reader can 
contemplate die differences in vision produced by die gap between word and image.
McGann suggests “radial reading is a function of die historicity of texts”
(McGann 125). This “historicity” brings the discussion once again back to the 
importance o f die role o f critic in interpreting and canonizing literary works. “To see that 
books function in a radial field, that they interact with their contexts, carries important 
consequences for the way wc will read them” (126). The problem with many “readings” 
of Blake’s illuminated poetry is that critics often ignore the context of production 
process. While other printing houses were taking advantage of the speed and economy of 
moveable type in the reproduction of texts, Blake created a printing process that uniquely 
and boldly combined image and word on the same copper printing plate. His decoration 
process o f colouring each illuminated copy individually has created variations within die
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“text” that have caused “over”-readings. Critical misconceptions of the illuminated 
works due to ignorance of the mechanical process o f production have resulted in 
manipulations of Blake’s messages within the texts. Although Erdman is very aware of 
Blake’s printing process, he is not so familiar with his method of decoration of the 
illuminated page and this causes errors in his assessment of the gold leaf. Decoration of 
the illuminated works is as much part of Blake’s artistic process as etching or inking; 
although it comes at a different stage of book production, it still carries some weight of 
meaning for each copy. As scholarly critics and as communicators with texts we must be 
prepared to accept the responsibility o f transmitting accurate textual “readings”  to avoid 
the perversions of literary capriciousness within our own field.
In The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell Blake provides readers with a model for a 
process of reading and also gives a lesson in the extraction of meaning from texts. 
Marriage is a work that is highly conscious of the reading process, the printing process 
and what constitutes “literature.” Blake, die author and the narrator, takes on an 
instructional tone and gives hints, using extant texts, on how a reader should read and 
obtain knowledge from a text Beginning on plates 5 and 6, Blake provides a reading o f 
John Milton’s Paradise L o st. He tells the reader that Paradise Lost provides the history 
of how desire restrained “becomes passive tffl it is only the shadow of desire.” (E 34) 
Blake tells us that die “Governor or Reason is call’d Messiah” (34) in Paradise Lost and 
compares his reading of Milton’s Messiah with his understanding of die Messiah in die 
bible. He parallels them by stating “in the Book of Job Miltons Messiah is call’d Satan.” 
(34) The Book of Job, as a third text serves as a liberation mechanism for the “infinite 
which was hid” in Milton’s text Througjh die interpretation o f Paradise Lost in his own
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text, Blake is expressing a reticent sub-text that be finds in Milton’s work. An analysis of 
the parallel between “Messiah” and “Satan” is offered by Graham Pechey in “The 
Marriage of Heaven and Hell: A Text and its Conjuncture”:
In Job the actancy of the villain is, as we’d expect in a folktale, 
unmistakable. It is realized in the character called Satan, whose role is one 
of collusion with God and mediation between God and the hero. In 
Paradise Lost the actancy of the identical function is realized in die 
character called the Messiah. (Pechey 59)
Blake renames the Messiah of Paradise Lost “Reason” and Satan “Desire” in an attempt 
to make them characters m his own inverted text
Milton’s is not the only “religious” text that Blake manipulates. He mentions the 
name Swedenborg three tunes in Marriage and subversivety refers to the writings of 
Emmanuel Swedenborg throughout his work. The title Blake chose was a satirical 
reference to Swedenborg’s “A Treatise Concerning Heaven and Hell”; the structure of die 
text in die form o f die “Memorable Fancies”  parodies Sedenborg’s “Memorable 
Relations” in The True Christian Religion; Blake counters Swedenborg’s spiritual, or 
“internal” readings of the Bible with his own “Infernal wisdom” (E 35). Blake’s entire 
work becomes a polemic against Swedenborgian thinking. Blake becomes die critic and 
supplies his reader with the insights he obtained from his close reading of Swedenborg’s 
texts. A one-time follower himself Blake was not as interested in Swedenborg’s 
interpretations of the Bible as he was inspired by his assertion about the hum an nature of 
God. After his disillusionment with and rejection o f Swedenborg’s thinking, Blake finds 
fault with those texts, and he instructs the reader how also to find these faults. Blake
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offers Paracelsus, Jacob Behmen, Dante, and Shakespeare as exemplar authors capable of 
being the sunshine to Swedenborg’s candle (E 43; MHH 22). Swedenborg feels superior 
to die churches as a man feels superior to a monkey and boasts about his “new” writings. 
(E 43; MHH 22) However Blake exposes him as a fraud: “Swedenborg has not written 
one new truth...he has written all the old falshoods” (E 43; MHH 22) This results in 
Blake’s judgment that “Swedenborgs writings are a recapitulation of all the superficial 
opinions,” (E 43; MHH 22), writings that contain none of die imagination and insight 
required to move beyond a “finite & corrupt” (E 39; MHH 14) text.
On plate 3 Blake announces that it has been “thirty-three years since” die advent 
of “a new heaven”: in 1757 (thirty-three years prior to Marriage in 1790) Blake was bom 
and Swedenborg founded die New Jerusalem Church. Since then Swedenborg’s “new 
heaven” has produced no new truth, his writings have become the cast-off linens left 
behind at a tomb, while Blake has offered “The Bible of Hell” (E 44; MHH 24) which is 
the promise of truth through contraries. And so The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell can be 
seen to contain the scorn of a revolutionary for a timid accepter o f existing order.
Blake’s moral earnestness and revolutionary fervor fed him to break with the 
Swedenborgian philosophy as “Swedenborg’s ethics were no more suited to the burning 
need for action than were the conventional pieties.” (Hagstrum 92) Blake reminds us in 
Marriage that “Prayers plow not! Praises reap not!” (E 37) and to “Expect poison from 
the standing water.” (37) Blake’s proverb, “He who desires but acts not, breeds 
pestilence” (35), is then applicable to Swedenborg and represents the effect of his 
writings on his followers.
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Blake’s warning about the falsehoods that can be found in Swedenborg’s texts 
and his instructions on how to approach “religious” texts such as those o f Milton and 
Swedenborg demonstrate a concern with die transmission and generation of knowledge 
through die printed page. Plate IS offers the reader an insight into a “Printing house in 
Hell”: within five chambers the process of creation takes place. The sixth chamber is 
where the books are received by men. This scene is reminiscen t of the Fancy on plate 6 
that occurs on die “abyss of the five senses”. The devil, writing in “cor[Pl. 7]roding 
fires” exposes the reader for the first time to the “immense world of delight, clos’d by 
your senses five” . (E 35; MHH 6-7) This abyss is echoed m die five chambers of 
creation in Hell. Blake, through metaphor, describes his own method of printmaking: die 
biting of the acid that “cleaifs] away rubbish” (E 40; MHH 15) combined with die 
decoration of die page with “gold silver and precious stones” and the “living fluids” of 
ink, that when “cast...into die expanse” reveal the infinite in the page. Only by rejecting 
the view that traditional literary representations have offered through the “narrow chinks 
of his cavern” (E 39; MHH 14), can the reader discover “the infinite in every thing” (E 
38; MHH 12). This “infinite which was hid” (E 39; MHH 14) is displayed through 
Blake’s illuminated text and it is op to the reader to extract thar information.
The model of reading and writing that Blake provides in The Marriage o f Heaven 
and Hell can be seen as a demonstration of Blake’s own reading process and also as a 
paradigm for die general reading public. Beyond this it is a communication of authorial 
intention, interpretive construction and textual plausibility. It is the critic’s job to receive 
this communication and use it to reveal die interpretive possibilities held within the 
printed page. The specialized reading that literary scholars have performed in the past is
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not sufficient for the interpretation of illuminated works. And so now it is the duty of the 
scholar to reinvent the reading process and to discover the “ infinite”  in Blake's 
illuminated pages that has for too long been hidden from literary studies.
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Chapter 2: Reading Blake’s Illustrations
I f  the Spectator could Enter into these Images in his Imagination 
approaching them on the Fiery Chariot o f his Contemplative 
Thought i f  he could Enter into Noahs Rainbow or into his bosom 
or could make a Friend & Companion o f one o f these Images o f 
wonder which always intreats him to leave mortal things as he 
must know then would he arise from  his Grave then would he 
meet the Lord in the Air & then he would be happy 
Blake, A Vision of The Last Judgment Catalogue entry, 1810
(E 560)
Book illustrations have long performed specific functions for literary works. 
Illustrations originated in and evolved from the illuminated medieval text In medieval 
texts die purpose o f these images was to improve the comprehensibility and memorability 
of the text for a society with a very low literacy rate. In medieval manuscripts 
illustrations were not just decoration: “images, as suggestive information, augment script 
as the element of verbal information.” (Gtinther 9) An illustration can simplify complex 
information in the text and it can actualize abstract information by communicating 
temporal, spatial and functional concepts and relationships that the linguistic text may not 
be able to achieve. Illustrations may be simplifications of the textual content, but this is 
certainly not the case in WiHiam BlakeTs texts. The pictorial depictions in his works are 
often more than illustrations of a primary text They are text themselves, of equal if not 
at times greater importance than the words, and they convey their own meaning rather 
than becoming mere demonstrations for a lexical object. This is why Blake dubbed them 
“illuminations”: they are tools of enlightenment and are meant to emphasize and 
reinforce die authorial meaning conveyed on the page.
The term “illumination” was originally used to describe die illustrative blazons 
that adorned manuscripts from the Middle Ages. Deriving from die late Latin verb
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illuminare, “upon” “light”, die medieval illumination was intended to shed light upon a 
subject, to enlighten the reader. Influenced by die classicism ofhis time and exposed to a 
blend of classical and medieval art by patrons and acquaintances such as Mrs. A. S. 
Matthew, John Flaxman, Thomas Stothard and John Martin (Hagstrom 28), Blake began 
to adopt artistic traits from both the classical and medieval styles. Blake’s medievalism 
was further developed while an apprentice to Basire: as an engraver for Richard Gough’s 
Sepulchral Monuments in Great Britain (1786) he had to copy the gothic monuments of 
Westminster Abbey. However, the greatest medieval influence, the one that arguably 
changed Blake’s mode o f creative production, was the illuminated manuscript, 
particularly Books of Hours, developed in the Middle Ages. Hagstrum contends it is 
possible that Blake was able to view the Bedford Hours, a book of hours purchased by 
James Edwards from the Duchess of Portland in 1786. Edwards, a wealthy bookseller, 
had some common acquaintances with Blake: his brother Richard Edwards 
commissioned Blake to illustrate Young’s Night Thoughts and his friend, Joseph 
Johnson, was also Blake’s friend and publisher. It was reported that Edwards made his 
books, including die Bedford Hours, available to scholars and students in the I780’s. It is 
possible to imagine that the young apprentice Wiffiam Blake was invited. (Hagstrum 31) 
The greatest evidence that supports the medieval influence in Blake’s life comes 
from understanding Blake the artist. Blake was an artisan who was acutely aware of die 
conventions ofhis trade. As a creator of books that he dubbed “illuminated works”, he 
must have been as acquainted with die traditions of medieval manuscripts as he was with 
die trade of engraving. It is not surprising, then, that so many similarities in style exist 
between the illuminations o f works from die middle ages and the ones produced by Blake
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hundreds of years later. Jean Hagstrum marks the resemblances in that “fourteenth-
century pages provide striking similarities in delicate sprays ofleaf, flower, and fruit, in
miniatures gracefully poised in initial letters, in the illustrations that divide die page at the
middle, in side borders that shoot out horizontal lines to make top and bottom borders.”
(Hagstrum 31) Hagstrum rightly establishes Blake firmly in the tradition of the
illuminated medieval manuscript He suggests the Bedford Hours (fig. 2) as the book
most likely to have been seen by and inspirational to Blake. His reasons are many:
The panorama of color—from die delicate shades so similar to the earliest 
copies of Innocence to die deep blues, purples, and golds that Blake used 
in later coloring—would have joined with the animated forms to suggest 
how still another artistic world could be made. Blake’s line is more fluid 
and eccentric, and bolder in its movement, than that of the medieval artist; 
but die linear motion the earlier artist achieved within rigid patterns must 
have been admired. In feet, the intertwining of flower, leaf bird, tree, and 
human figure in the guillache that border’s Blake’s lovely “Introduction”
t f t c t o i i ^ c  inXicpiitaMy m traHirirtn/%f ai.wninaHVai TK»
sophisticated full-page illustrations [of the Bedford Hours] giving the 
theme of die section that follows and using a complicated chronological 
and conceptual scheme of related panels are not unlike Blake’s separate 
plates and their relation to die text that follows them. (Hagstrum 32)
As sound as this logic is, Hagstrum admits that die striking resemblances between
the Bedford Hours and various illuminated works by Blake cannot be “claimed
as... incontrovertible ” (33) However, the conjectures posited by Hagstrum seem
consistent with the biographical evidence.
Distinguishable from his invention o f“illuminations”, Blake also did commercial
engravings and illustrations for books by other authors. Blake’s illustrative images can
be understood to serve different purposes and functions in books by other authors than
the illuminations created by Blake for his own works. Commissioned drawings were a
major source o f income for Blake. As well, die editions that he illustrated were a place
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Figure 2. Bedford Hours (£22) S t 
Matthew the Evangelist with Marginal 
scenes from his life, from Janet 
Backhouse, The Bedford Hours (London: 
The British Library, 1990) 19.
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for Blake to showcase his talent and his opportunity to present his work in relation to an 
already established text. These illustrations were not commissioned in order to bring new 
symbolic meaning to the works of other authors. But Blake was never solely an 
illustrator, his pictures were not simple visual re-enactments of the words on the page. 
Blake did illustrate to represent the text; however, his lustrations can also be seen as his 
own “reading” of the text he was commissioned to decorate. As an illustrator to another 
artist’s work, Blake responded to the verbal text with his images, creating an intricate 
balance and reliance between the two artistic planes of the page. He remained very true 
to the texts he was paid to decorate while simultaneously offering creative renderings o f 
die verbal text In the act of illustration Blake is interpreting the words of the text and 
also adding other dimensions of meaning to i t  What must be carefully noted, however, is 
whether tfâ  ̂tddcd ibc3ub^ is intentional on Blake’s part or whether readers, such as 
critics, have found symbolism where none was intended. A highly critical artist, Blake 
would at times “re-invent” die text of the page with his illustrations. This is die same 
tactic that he used in his own flhiminated works such as The Marriage o f Heaven and 
H ell for which he “invented a method ofPrintmg both Letter-press and Engraving in a 
style more ornamental, uniform, and grand, than any before discovered,” (Blake, 
Prospectus to the Public, 1793 in E 692). Blake’s Summations were created as a form of 
ic^erpretadon of his own text, but they went beyond that into becoming another layer of 
meaning, a text themselves, that enriched the verbal aspects of die page with a visual 
component that could both elucidate meaning and create anew element of significance in 
itself.
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Blake began his commercial engraving for die printer Joseph Johnson in 1780.
He (fid many Biblical illustrations but became more recognized in 1795 when he was 
commissioned by Richard Edwards to illustrate Edward Young’s The Complaint: or 
Night-Tkoughts on Life, Death & Immortality, often known as simply Might Thoughts. 
The popularity of Night Thoughts m Ac market combined with die sound literary 
reputation of Young, would have made the project seem a certain success, making this a 
welcome commercial opportunity for Blake, despite die subservient nature ofhis designs 
to Young’s text. Unfortunately, due to the unstable economy that resulted from the war 
in France, only four o f die nine Nights were ever engraved and printed. In production at 
the same time Blake was printing and colouring early copies of The Marriage o f Heaven 
and Hell, the Night Thought* manuscript demonstrates an attempt by Blake to attain the 
same communicative exchange between word and image as he achieves in Marriage.
The value that Blake placed on images is clearly demonstrated in Night Thoughts. It 
seems that Blake attempted to make an illuminated text out of Young’s typeset pages as 
he placed his designs so that they completely surrounded the verbal text Blake created 
several preliminary watercolour designs for Night Thoughts, but only one engraved copy, 
held atthe Detroit Institute of Arts, is coloured as finished prints. This copy most closely 
resembles Blake’s coloured illuminated books in its attempt to combine image and text. 
At times the images visually overpower the verbal text with their deep colour washes and 
large, looming figures. However, the “text box”, the bordered segment of typeset words, 
still remains “central” to every page: it is offset from the center, yet still occupies much 
of the central space of each page. Because Blake was literally working around another 
man’s text, he could not entirely integrate foe words and images as he (fid in his own
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flluminated works. However, he did make creative use of die text box, often giving it 
utilitarian functions.
“Miniatures” can be found resting atop the bordered text box, using it hke a 
display case or bookshelf to showcase the small illustrations. These tiny pictures (m 
comparison to the large illustrations) often act as blazons, capturing the thematic essence 
of the page. Page 90 of “Night the Fourth” displays a pupa on top of the text box while a 
butterfly hovers above it, wings spread (fig. 3). This btde vignette encompasses the 
motif of rebirth, regeneration, and new beginnings depicted in the larger illustration 
below o f die Savior healing affliction. On the very fust page of “Night the First”  a small- 
scale shepherd steeps atop the text box. Below, his larger counterpart still lies awake, as 
a winged Sleep has not yet touched him with the magic wand. The small shepherd 
foreshadows what wiU happen in the illustration below, communicating a time lapse and 
providing the conclusion of the action depicted by the larger image.
The text box is artistically functional in other manners as well. Blake uses die 
text box to hide figures or portions of die scene from the viewer. Figures, fully aware of 
die verbal “obstruction”, are seen peeking from behind die box, using it as camouflage or 
shelter. Death leans oat from behind the bordered tide on the tide page; on page 15 the 
sun attempts to rise from behind the box while Death tries to hold it down (fig. 4); on 
page 54 the text box hides the face of a  huge, dark, winged creature standing at the river 
of souls in “The Vale of Death” (fig 5); on page 57 Death keeps watch from behind the 
text box, ready to pounce on the four despairing male figures (fig. 6). By making the 
figures aware of the text box Blake is drawing attention to the obstacle that it presents 
him as an artist. Blake's artistic hmitatioiis are passed on to the viewer when we must try
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Figure 3. William Blake, illustration of Edward 
Young’s Night Thoughts, page 90, from 
www.ngv.vic.gov.au/coHecti on/intemational/print/b/blak 
e/night thoughtsJitml. available July 2001.
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Figure 4. William Blake, illustratioii to Edward Young’s Night Thoughts, 
page IS, from Christopher Heppner, Reading Blake s Designs (Cambridge: 
Cambridge UP, 1995) 153.
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Figure 5. William Blake, illustration of Edward 
Young’s Night Thoughts, page 54, from 
www.ngv.vic.gov.au/collection/intemational/print/b/blak 
e/nieht thougfats.html. available July 2001.
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Figure 6. William Blake, illustration of Edward 
Young’s Night Thoughts, page 57, from 
www.ngv.vic.gov.au/collection/mtematioiial/print/b/blak 
e/night thougfats.html. available July 2001.
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to see around the text to view the image. Besides this, the “hiding” behind the words that 
takes place on die pages offers commentary about the safety that the reader feels when 
using a “standard” text -  one without pictures. Young’s verbal text acts as a shelter 
against Blake’s “intrusive” images that surround and threaten to overtake the words on 
the page. The very need for shelter brings into question what dangers this text offers. 
Much like his warnings against Swedenborg, this too is an effort by Blake to provoke 
thought from the reader and to cause the reader to question the text. However, this is not 
a personal commentary on Young’s text in particular. Blake encouraged a critical 
reading of all texts, including his own. The dangers of the text exist in blindly accepting 
what is written on the page, to equate print with authority. Blake is not intentionally 
undermining the verbal text; he wants the reader to literally look beyond the words to 
find meaning in the plane of the page. Beyond this, it can be assumed that Blake did not 
have any major disagreements with Young’s ideas; he would have surely noted such 
commentary in die m arginalia of his copy of Night Thoughts, as he did with 
Swedenborg’s and Dante’s texts, and there is no record of any such marginalia to 
Young’s text
Blake uses the box to hide what he wants the viewer to visually and imaginatively' 
construct for the image in an attempt to draw the reader into the text and participate in its 
creation. A reader that takes an active role in the conception of the text is more likely to 
scrutinize it closely. Blake also uses it as a physical obstacle, one that can conceal danger 
and harbor predators. There is perhaps a greater commentary here on die performance of 
the verbal text as a mask or inhibitor for the visual text The masking that occurs on page 
54 transforms the text into the face o f die giant spectre, making the words of die page
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seemingly emanate from the figure itself (see fig. S). The words of the text box are die 
facial features of “darkness” . The first two lines of the page offer the best description of 
this masked spectre: “ ...darkness, brooding o’er unfinished fates/With raven wing 
incumbent, waits the day,” (U. 256-7). However, the words provide no more detafl as to 
the physical appearance of the dark spectre than what the illustration offers. There 
remains a visual gap for die reader to fill In this way, Blake invites the reader in to 
construct die missing “text”, allowing the verbal text a nuance that would not otherwise 
exist as well as creating a mistrust of the text box that is necessary for the critical scrutiny 
of Young’s words. To fin in this gap requires the reader to change his or her relationship 
with the text; beyond intellectual engagement, the reader must develop an intimate 
imaginative bond with the text, a connection with the text he requires in his own
u/nrlr. «i/f » l.«lr thot ic tirtf cr> /A w u .d y  nr ~»cfly J.ctoKlich^ mM** r**Ain£ a
strictly verbal and delmeative text
This physical transformation of the text box, where the words become parts of die 
figures, occurs several times in Blake’s illustrations and takes on significance in the 
context o f the page. On page 73 o f“Night the Fourth: The Christian Triumph”  a 
crucified Christ has no cross and instead seems to be pinned behind the textbox (fig. 7). 
With his nailed hands and feet protruding beyond the borders, the text box becomes the 
body of Christ. In the Eucharist, a loaf of bread represents die body o f Christ; die 
distribution of broken pieces of bread suggests Christ giving himself to others. Those 
who take part in die breaking of bread are thought to constitute one “body”: a community 
that participates in the gift of salvation. Considering this, die words o f the page, as the 
body of Christ, become an offering to die reader who participates in die communion with
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Figure 7. William Blake, illustration of Edward 
Young’s Night Thoughts, page 73, from 
www.ngv.vic.gov.au/collection/intemational/nrint/b/blak 
e/night thouefatsJitml. available July 2001.
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the text by ingesting the words: taking them in, mulling them over, and digesting them.
This Christian element is also highlighted on page 80 (fig. 8) when die verbal text once 
again becomes corporeal. The text box, with a head emerging from die top left corner, 
appears to lean forward and speak to a crouching nude figure. “Thunder” is now the 
character offering the body to the reader as the speaker questions, “shall I question 
loud/The Thunder, if in that th’Almighty dwells?” (11.394*95) Blake suggests, once 
again, that the dominating figure of die text should be questioned in search of truth.
Besides the symbolic employment of the text box, Blake also uses it structurally, 
as a divider. Page 3 m “Night the Fust” exemplifies this (fig. 9). The text box separates 
the “dream scenes” that hover above the steeping poet The border functions as a 
partition, allowing diese scenes that seemingly have nothing to do with each other to 
occur simultaneously: to the left of die box a man creeps into a dark finest while another 
flies/hovers in the sky above; two figures (male and female) stand on a ledge behind and 
slighdy below the top border of the box; at top right a naked male hangs onto a bare tree 
branch protruding from die text box; another male figure falls down the right side of the 
box while yet another male swims at die bottom right corner. In a more standard 
illustration, these scenes might have obtrusive, dividing borders drawn between diem. 
Instead, Blake makes clever use of die text box as a non-intetTuptive partition. Present on 
every page the box becomes part of each illustration. This incorporation of the text box 
into die designs represents Blake’s attempt to reduce the distinction between picture and 
word and put the visual depictions on the same representative level as die verbal text 
Throughout Young’s text Blake has used the verbal aspect of die page to both support 
and become part o f die structure o f die visual elements o f the page. But even as a
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Figure 8. William Blake, illustration of Edward 
Young’s Night Thoughts, page 80, from 
www.ngv.vic.gov.au/collection/intematiogal/print/b/blak 
e/night thoughts.htmL available July 2001.
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Figure 9. William Blake, illustration to Edward Young’s Night Thoughts, 
page 4, from 
www.nyv.vic. 
htmL available July 2001.
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structural support, the verbal text is never secondary: without Young’s poem, Blake’s 
illustrations would not exist Nor can these illustrations stand on their own; removal o f 
the text box would leave a hole in die designs. Blake’s illustrations best demonstrate how 
the relationship between written text and illuminated page is an intricate and delicate 
balance of codependence between word and picture.
Blake’s recreation of Young’s text in the form of illustrations demonstrates how
he approaches a text Blake is true to Young’s text m every way he can be: literally,
figuratively, metaphorically and Biblically. Any apparent wanderings from the text are
often extensions ofBlake’s reading o f the words and his way of either mitigating textual
elements he might not agree with or instructing the readetTViewer on where to search for
deeper meaning. In the Tate GaHery Catalogue of the 2001 Blake exhibit Christine
Riding reads Blake’s designs as evidence that be would “reinterpret and add emphasis to
compensate for... a tendency in die text to over-rationalise and moralise.’’ (Tate 52)
However, Blake’s added emphasis is also evidence of his attempts to relate to another
man’s text. A devout although unorthodox Christian, Blake highlighted the poem’s
minor Christian narrative by including images o f die resurrection o f Christ Riding cites 
*
this example as one of the ways that Blake transforms the text What Blake has actually 
succeeded in doing is transforming the reading of Young’s text critics approach the 
words through the images and Blake’s stressing of Christian elements hints at a new 
perception of the poem that does not entirely detract from the verbal text
Riding claims that Blake would also add “details that had resonance as part of his 
own philosophy” (52) as if he were claiming ownership of some portion of the text 
Riding notices that Blake depicts die image o f a man teaching a boy holding a pair o f
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compasses and recognizes the compass as a symbol that Blake often employs in his own 
texts. She identifies the compass as Blake’s symbol of “die limiting o f creation by reason 
without imagination.” (52) This symbol can be found in The Ancient o f Days, Newton, 
and There is no Natural Religion. Blake’s practice of recycling and reusing images in his 
illuminated works creates for the critic a collection of visual signifiers. The problem with 
this type of categorical representation of repetitive images is that critics often rely too 
heavily on it as a template for signification or apply it where it has no relevance. Blake’s 
images are self-referential and compose a rich subtext of then own. However, this 
subtext is falsely identified in his commissioned illustrative work and carries with it 
significations that were not intended by the author of the words, adding a new dimension 
of meaning that was not necessarily intended by Blake either.
Christopher Heppner realizes the importance of Blake’s figural designs and the 
significance of their gestures. Heppner looks beyond the illuminated works to the 
illustrative work Blake did for other authors, constructing a new image of Blake the artist 
and offering a new reading of Blake’s designs in his work Reading Blake's Designs 
(1995). Focusing on Night Thoughts and Blake's Biblical designs, Heppner questions the 
critical opinion that Blake typically illustrates his own mythology rather than the nominal 
subject of a design. Through his work Ileppner hopes to justify,
the premise that Blake interacts energetically with the texts he chooses to 
illustrate even when he departs widely from them. To give a Blakean 
reading of a design means not simply to map it onto the Procrustean poetic 
mythology, but to become aware of die critical angle at which his thought
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processes intersect those of a text that proceeds from a perspective other
than his own. (Heppner XV)
Heppner3 s logical approach to Night Thoughts is a valid a model for other illustrative
works. I strongly agree with Heppner’s attempts to recover contexts and I also subscribe
to FuUer’s idea that “though Blake’s methods and conclusions are often profoundly
original* he nevertheless continually uses the materials available within his own culture
as the medium through which he works, because he has no choice if he wishes to be
understood, and because it is an integral part of his own culture.” (Heppner XV) In this
way Heppner negates what Christine Riding has proposed about the symbolism in Night
Thoughts and offers his own reading of the illustrations.
In past critical opinion it has generally been thought that Blake used his
illustrations for Night Thoughts as a means of expression for his own personal views,
including critical commentary on Young himself Heppner grants partial validity to this
point of view but counters it generally with the fact that he finds “more response to, and
respect for, Young’s poem” (Heppner 147) by Blake than assumed by most critics. In
this manner, Heppner fills into the tradition of revisionary commentators such as David
Fuller who believe that Blake had a much more intimate relationship with the texts he
chose to illustrate. Ileppner’s opinions are based in part on the metaphor used by Blake
to describe his function as an illustrator for Gray’s Poems. Blake illustrated Poems
shortly after Night Thoughts and the following inscription, found with die illustrations to
Poems is also relevant to Night Thoughts:
Around the Springs of Gray my wild root weaves 
Traveller repose & Dream among my leaves.
• WILL. BLAKE (Poetry 482)
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Heppner reads this as meaning that Gray’s words “provide direction for the designs, 
while Blake’s root weaves “Around” them, producing pictorial arabesques.”  (Heppner 
147) He uses this interpretation as a paradigm for what Btake achieves in illustrating 
Young’s text
Another useful framework for interpreting Blake’s illustrations is provided by the
titles Blake gives to his designs. Heppner also uses this model in reading Night Thoughts
and cites the example of the third design for “Ode on the Spring.” Blake labels this
design, “The Purple Year awaking from die Roots of Nature. & The Hours suckling then
Flowery Infonts”  (Poetry 676). Blake provides this “tide” in a Est o f designs included on
the back of die title page, as indicated by Erdman (676). Heppner feels that this naming
of the design does not contradict Young’s text, but rather is derived from it. He believes
that the design originates from the opening lines of the poem:
Lo! where die rosy-bosom’d hours.
Fair VENUS’ tram, appear,
Disclose the long-expected flowers,
And wake die purple year!
(qtd. in Heppner 148)
Heppner’s analysis of this design is that Blake “specifies detail beyond what is explicitly 
mandated, providing a mediation analogous to that provided for The Ancient Britons in 
the Descriptive Catalogue” (148) Blake’s exhibition catalogue of 1809 was used by the 
artist to give his “Opinions and Determinations on Art, very necessary to be known by 
Artists and Connoisseurs of all Ranks.” (Blake, Poetry 528) However, catalogue 
descriptions were also Blake’s opportunity to elucidate die miming* of his densely 
symbolic paintings. Later in his book, Heppner offers an explanation as to the necessity 
of Blake’s catalogue annotations:
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The striving for inclusiveness characteristic of an “epitome” increases the 
textual density o f a design by packing into it many o f die elements o f a 
complex text, creating a need for commentary to assist the viewer’s 
process of unpacking. (Heppner 237)
This process of unpacking is also aided by an explanation of the illustrations 
offered in some copies of Night Thoughts. The writer of these explanations is 
thought to have been Fuseli and not Blake (Heppner 237).
Critics’ responses to Blake’s illustrations of other texts are indicators as to how 
images affect die reading o f words. The critical discourses about die illustrative work o f 
Blake provide a frame of reference for Blake’s ffluminations. Both the illustrations and 
Summations by Blake have caused a great deal of confusion for literary scholars in that 
there is no easy method of “reading” them. The example of reading Blake’s 
commissioned illustrations shows just how difficult it is to assign a pattern to Blake’s 
method of design. Understanding illustrations created by one artist for another author 
should not be complicated, but even this basic form of “reading” has been problematic 
for critics when Blake is die illustrator. Given foe greater complexity o f foe Ohiminations 
it is obvious that it is not an easy task to interpret Blake’s flhmrinatcd works. And 
perhaps this is why few scholars have undertaken die task in its entirety; reading both die 
words and the visual text on the same level while remembering that Blake’s designs 
should be read within the context of their creation. In the case of the illustrative work, 
foe context implies the text itself, created by another author, but this context is not limited 
to die words on die page and incorporates other elements external to the text This also 
proves true for foe illuminations in Blake’s own texts. Important details o f design, often
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overlooked in literary criticism, must be read carefully for the information they contain, 
but not endowed with meaning that conflicts with die context Design and text interact in 
Stake’s works and die relationship of meaning that they produce is one that is richer than 
literary scholars have estimated in die past
However, there stdl exists an important distraction between illustration and 
illumination in Blake’s body of work. In Blake’s commercial illustrations, unlike in die 
illum inated worics, the visual and verbal elements of the page are not linked by 
production method. Therefore, the visual and verbal elements do not cany the same 
functional weight in designs created for another author’s text Night Thoughts, as an 
example of Blake’s illustrative abilities, demonstrates how die decorative aspects of the 
images overshadow the informative potential of the illustrations as a whole. Portions of 
each design are “missing”; they are hidden by the text box and thus, are left to the 
imagination of the reader/viewer. While Blake often encourages the imaginative visual 
construction in his own illuminated  texts, this type of visual gap is not so easily filled in 
by Young’s verbal text Blake’s illustrations are based on die literal rendering of the text 
while simultaneously being anchored in his own interpretation of die text As a result o f 
this personalization of the designs and the physical format Blake’s illustrations for Nighr 
Thoughts cannot stand on their own. Rather than representing a version of a text as die
fllirmmatirmc An thg jlliictrariftng ara  radial ^Iwwanta that represent R iaka’* approach to
and reading of Young’s text By using Night Thoughts as a model of how Blake 
approaches a text readers in turn can better understand how to read and understand 
Blake’s illuminations.
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Chapter 3: Reading The Illuminations
Ifin d  more & more that my style o f Designing is a Species 
by itself. & in this which I  send you have been compelld by my 
Genius or Angel to follow  where he led i f  I  were to act otherwise 
it would not fu lfill the purpose fo r  which alone I  live.
-Blake in a letter to Reverend Trusler, August 16, 1799 (E 701)
Recently literary scholars have taken into consideration an expanded definition of the 
term '‘text” to include the material aspects o f books and not just the words on the page. 
Contemporary literary theory has begun to examine the textual meaning that is also 
carried by “material features of the text such as layout, illustration, size and kind of 
lettering, use o f space, binding, cost, and the like...” (Bomstein 1). This bibliographic 
code1 has released literary scholars from the focus on the linguistic code and allowed for 
an expansion o f the meaning of the term “text”. As stated in Chapter One, I find meaning 
to be inherent to the text. However, Blake’s “texts” includes the words, the images, the 
context, and the artistic and mechanical process o f production. The meaning generated 
by the reader should be guided and limited by these aspects o f the text. As a result, the 
various meanings produced by readers should fall into a range of plausibility. In literary 
criticism the illuminations have for too long fallen outside this range of reasonable 
interpretation.
It is not that Blake’s illuminations have been entirely misunderstood; they have been 
studied in many different disciplines and in conjunction with many traditions, 
individually and as portions of literary constructions. But while literary studies have 
begun to explore the meanings held in Blake’s illuminations, critical discourse on the 
illuminated works is still somewhat misguided. This can be attributed to the lack of
1 This term was first used in this sense by Jerome J. McGann in his article “What is Critical Editing?” that 
now appears in The Textual Condition
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critical attention being paid to the context of production. Much like the debate over 
meaning held in Blake’s illustrations, literary scholars have been disagreeing over the 
method to best approach the illuminated texts. There are many valuable and valid 
readings o f the images; however, despite Joseph Viscomi’s groundbreaking and 
definitive work on Blake’s production methods (1993), scholars are still largely ignoring 
the technical aspects of Blake’s artisans hip. The following critical discourses serve as 
examples of how Blake is never read as a whole -  each critic ignores some aspect o f 
production or creation that affects the interpretive process.
Stephen C. Behrendt in his work Reading William Blake (1992), attempts to describe 
the “intellectual and imaginative transaction” that occurs between Blake and his readers 
‘Via the medium of the illuminated text as physical artifact.” (Behrendt viii) He begins 
by making some general observations about the appearance o f the illuminated works, 
which inevitably affect the reading o f the text. However, Behrendt places undue 
importance on the variation found between copies of the illuminated works. In 
comparing two copies of The Marriage o f Heaven and H ell (copy H and copy I), 
Behrendt writes: “The minute particulars of the visual details and the overall aesthetic 
impact o f these two very different finished versions... produce significantly different 
reading experiences.” (xiv) As true as this statement is, it is not the most appropriate 
place to begin searching for meaning within Blake’s illuminated texts. Different reading 
experiences do not necessarily produce different meanings from a text. What Behrendt 
neglects to acknowledge is that Blake’s very process o f creation affects the reading 
experience. Behrendt does not recognize the variation inherent in Blake’s printing 
process. Nor does he mention that the readers of Blake during his own lifetime would
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have little to no opportunity for comparison of copies, therefore differences between 
these copies would have little meaning for Blake other than on a personal level.
According to Behrendt “variations affect aesthetic responses” (xiv), but these variations 
do not dictate meaning. While the reading process allows readers to produce meaning for 
a text, the reader’s aesthetic response to the text does not denote comprehension or 
validity o f meaning. While any personal meaning can be applied to a work, the text 
certainly offers guidelines that direct the reader to a more “correct” conclusion about its 
meaning.
Behrendt understands this on some level and does not attempt to construct 
meaning from Blake’s texts based solely on the variation found between copies. Also, 
unlike many literary critics, he concedes that both the visual and the verbal dimensions of 
the illuminated text carry the same functional weight. (4) Yet while attempting to discuss 
both visual and verbal elements of the text, Behrendt neglects to examine the unifying 
thread between the two: method o f production. This becomes significant when he 
discusses such elements as colouring and symbolism. Behrendt does briefly address the 
“outside” circumstances that affect colouring, such as materials on hand, (38) yet he does 
not discuss the impact that these circumstances have on the final product. This is because 
he does not even fully realize the significance o f such “circumstances”: he labels them as 
“outside” o f textual production when they are not peripheral at all, but rather central to 
Blake’s artistic process.
Behrendt argues that colouring contributes both to mood and overall aesthetic 
impact o f a plate. While this is true for visual art in general, it should be cautiously 
applied to Blake’s work. Behrendt finds that colour, for the most part, functions
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symbolically in the Songs\ he uses “The Lamb” as an example o f how colour constructs 
meaning “to the extent that in Western traditions of colour symbolism white 
predominately connotes purity and innocence, connections that are typically vitiated in 
Blake’s work by negative overtones associated with Urizenic rationalism.” (Behrendt 37) 
Blake “spoils” the use of colour symbolism, not because o f the Urizenic associations 
recognized by the critic, but because Blake does not subscribe to traditional iconographic 
depictions. According to past critical work, Blake has created his own personal symbolic 
repertoire that includes recurring images and colour significations. This symbolic 
collective has been identified by many critics, including David Erdman, as representative 
of a personal mythology created through the illuminated works. And so Blake replaced 
traditional iconographic significations with his own personal symbolism, one that was 
more in tune with his aesthetic values.
Because o f Blake’s unconventional system of symbolism, Behrendt recognizes 
the difficulty in creating a template with which to interpret Blake’s images. What he 
does not immediately recognize is that the answers to many of his questions about the use 
of colour can be found in the aspect of Blake’s art that he deemed peripheral, the process 
o f production, as well as in Blake’s own theories on art. Behrendt addresses the 
discrepancies between Blake’s use of a single colour but does not go further to explain it: 
So, too, red, traditionally associated with passion (and frequently with 
shame, as in blushing), appears untainted in the great blooms of “Infant 
Joy” even as it seems to retain its connotations o f shame (sexual shame in 
particular) in the bloom o f “The Sick Rose” (Behrendt 37).
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Understanding that colour was secondary to form for Blake goes a long way in 
dismissing the apparent inconsistency in his application of colour. The meaning of “red”, 
or any other colour for that matter, was less important than the particular form of the 
blossoms. The reader can certainly make the “traditional” associations, but with the 
understanding that Blake is anything but traditional. Blake can use red in as many 
contexts as he sees fit, for in his aesthetic values, “Without Contraries is no progression.” 
(E 34; MHH 3)
Despite his ignorance of Blake’s process of creation, Behrendt offers detailed and 
acute assessments o f the illuminated works. However, the questions that he raises, and 
seemingly can’t answer, could be satisfied through a study o f Blake’s artistic values that 
are defined in his catalogue descriptions and practiced in the production o f his 
illuminated works, which will be discussed in detail in a later chapter. For the most part I 
agree with Behrendt when he writes;
As in his verbal art, in his visual art Blake sometimes uses iconographic 
conventions “straight”, ascribing to them the full weight of their traditional 
signification, while at other times (as with Urizenic whiteness) he treats 
them ironically, inverting their signification. Most often, though, he is 
somewhere in the middle; not drifting aimlessly in a sea o f indeterminacy 
but rather engaging in a form o f intellectual sabotage that tests both the 
limits o f his own art and the alertness and intellectual independence o f his 
reader, whom Blake expects to be paying attention. (37)
However, I feel that Blake’s “wavering” between traditional iconic representation and 
symbolic inversion is a product o f Behrendt’s own indeterminacy. What Behrendt calls
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“intellectual sabotage” is the same tactic Blake uses in The M arriage o f Heaven and Hell 
in directing his readers. Blake offers his readers a model o f how to question a text while 
simultaneously submitting his own text to the same critical scrutiny. Intellectual 
independence in his readers is certainly what Blake aims for, so it is not difficult to 
understand his independence from prescribed meanings o f images and colours. This does 
not mean that Blake was ignorant o f customary iconographic uses o f image and colour, 
certainly he was aware of the meaning such traditions would impose upon his texts. And 
perhaps he intended such meaning at times. However, the critical reader must apply 
traditional symbolic meaning to Blake’s texts with discretion.
Jonathan Culler uses Blake’s “London” to demonstrate the “artificiality of special 
conventions that readers call upon in producing even very ordinary interpretations” 
(Culler 57). Culler looks for evidence about the conventions and conditions of meaning 
by examining the activities o f readers, the producers o f that meaning. This seems to be a 
very effective approach to Blake’s illuminated texts and he shows that the various 
readings of “London” (Experience) teach something about “how critical disagreements 
are related to conventions of interpretation.” (57) Culler feels that these conventions 
need to be articulated in order for readers to be fully informed about the cultural 
framework that influences the meanings extracted from a text. Culler describes 
“London” as a poem constructed o f a list o f things seen and heard. He incorporates not 
only the visual aspect of the poem but also the aural, an aspect o f Blake’s work that is 
frequently ignored despite his poetry collection being entitled Songs. Culler finds that the 
“reading process involves the attempt to bring together the sights and sounds” (58) 
emerging from this poem. The description o f the city surely invokes visualization by the
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reader, but Culler does not address how the illumination directs the reader’s attempts at 
sensual unification. He believes that the reader “performs imaginative transformations on 
the various things seen and heard” because the reader treats the statements made by the 
poem as “figural notations that require interpretation.” (59) The illumination surely is 
also a figural notation that requires interpretation, yet this is not addressed.
The large illumination for “London” rests on top of the title (fig. 10). It depicts a 
small boy leading a barefoot, crippled, old man on crutches past a closed door in the 
direction of a beam of light. To the right of the second and third stanzas is a boy 
warming his hands at a smoky fire. Starting with only the figures in the illuminated page, 
the reader can ask whether one of these figures is th e ‘T ’ in the poem, the speaker who 
catalogues the sights and sounds. Erdman describes the boys as “vagabonds” (Erdman 
88), wanderers, and likely speakers of this poem. Is it a young boy’s voice that emerges 
from the poem though? Could these figures simply be one o f the images that the unseen 
speaker encounters on his journey through London? If so, then is this the speaker’s 
imaginative transformation of his own figural notations? The author, for a purpose, 
supplies the imaginative transformation that directs the reader’s extraction o f meaning. 
Given this third dimension of notation, the illumination, Culler’s notion o f parallelism 
can be expanded upon. He writes, “parallelism of expression creates parallelism of 
thought” (59), that the structure o f the third stanza brings together two different elements 
to create unity either through opposition or equivalence (59). The parallelism found 
between the sweeper (1.9) and the soldier (1.11) can also be made between the old man 
and the young boy in the illumination. Culler suggests that this convention gives the 
reader “a goal that governs his interpretation o f the third stanza” (59-60). But by
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Figure 10. William Blake, “London”, Songs o f Innocence and o f
Experience, from David V. Erdman, The Illuminated Blake: William 
Blake’s Complete Illuminated Works with a Plate-by-Plate Commentary. 
(New York: Dover, 1974) 88.
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including the illumination within this convention, the “goal" is expanded beyond the third 
stanza to incorporate the entire page, allowing the reader to search for and understand the 
dichotomies presented by both word and image.
Another interpretive problem that Culler suggests stems from an artificial 
convention is that of discerning the meaning and tone of individual words that seem 
problematic. He focuses on the word “appalls” found in the tenth line:
How the Chimney-sweeper’s cry
Every black’ ning Church appalls;
Critics have extracted various meanings from these two lines, and not always what the 
literal meaning suggests. Culler suggests that there is “no model o f unity that would 
permit at this point a note o f institutional outrage, which is neither carried on in the fourth 
stanza nor explicitly denied or explained.” (59) It is this lack o f “unity” that Culler 
suggests rules out the literal meaning of the lines. The literal meaning, the horror that the 
church seems to be expressing toward the sweeper, seems too harsh a social commentary 
for many critics. So Culler proposes that many critics perform an ironic transformation 
of the word “appalls”. He calls this type of transformation “a major interpretive 
operation, a powerful tool for making what seems deviant accord with various structural 
demands and conventions.” (60) Culler cites the example o f Hazard Adams’ treatment of 
“appalls” as an “ironic indication o f the church’s hypocritical attitude” (60). Culler 
explains that irony is not just a technique available to authors, but it is also “a trope or 
interpretive operation available to readers whenever they encounter problems which it 
might help to solve.” (60)
The debate between literalism and irony cannot be settled by examining the 
illumination. Just as the meanings o f words can be manipulated and a tone be imposed
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by a reader, so can transformations be forced upon the sense o f the images.
Understanding the meaning and tone of the images is just as difficult as it is for the words 
when there is an apparent discrepancy between what Blake is depicting and the meaning 
that the reader extracts from the text. Erdman makes a transformation similar to that of 
Adams’s with an image of The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell. Plate 2, “The Argument”, 
also appears to lack unity with the rest of the text (fig. 11). Erdman calls the picture 
“cryptic” and then attempts to make the image agree not only with the text of the page 
but also with the work as a whole:
The fires shaken by Rintrah supply the regenerative warmth for the just 
man; the illusion of “the religious” that a serpent’s gift turned woman’s 
love to sin is confronted by the Devil’s account that trouble comes when 
joys are stolen in secret. By this reading the two humans here are not up to 
any good, but the title page has shown how they might be. {Illuminated 99)
The image clearly depicts the opposite situation signified by the words and so Erdman 
dubs the illumination a “corrective enigma” (99), after the corrective measures that take 
place on plate 4 o f Marriage. The image, unexplained by the text, simply multiplies the 
ironic possibilities. However, information can be compiled from both the illuminated and 
verbal texts to create a database o f possibilities. That the images and words o f Blake’s 
illuminated texts both fit the models of reading and interpreting suggested by literary 
scholars goes to prove that Blake assigned them equal weight in the consideration of 
meaning. They perform complementary functions and therefore should be given similar 
consideration when constructing possible meanings for the tex t
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Figure II . William Blake, The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate 2, 
from David V. Erdman, The Illuminated Blake: William Blake’s Complete 
Illuminated Works with a Plate-by-Plate Commentary (New York: Dover, 
1974)99.
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The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell
By submitting a “reading” o f Blake’s illuminations, I am proposing that the 
images offer performances as language; they are communicators that take on the traits of 
linguistic signifiers upon the act of reading. Hence, the illuminations are essential 
literary elements endowed with explicit meaning by the author. Once it is accepted that 
the illuminated works were endowed with specific meaning that limits the range of likely 
significance then it is possible to move forward in creating a theory of signification for 
other multidisciplinary works. The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell is one of Blake’s 
richest texts in form and meaning. It is also one of the least written about. Often falling 
in the shadow of the simpler and more approachable Songs, Marriage can be used as a 
model of interpretation for Blake’s illuminated works. It demonstrates not only an 
intricate relationship between image and word but also the intimate relationship between 
author and text. Through The Marriage o f Heaven and H ell Blake offers a standard of 
reading that makes this illuminated work a paradigm for Blake scholars.
The relationship between the words and images in Marriage is primarily 
appositional, a term that should not be limited strictly to its grammatical definition. The 
illuminations and the text do interact in the sense of a grammatical device, representing a 
relationship between two units that are grammatically parallel and have the same referent. 
The illuminations demonstrate varying degrees of “illustration” for Blake’s text and can 
often be found to be in dialectical engagement with the verbal text of the page. The page 
designs range from containing only words to exhibiting visual components that 
overwhelm the verbal text in both size and colour. The parallelism is not always evident
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though, and the meaning produced at the intersection of word and image is often difficult 
to translate, let alone comprehend.
David Erdman, in conjunction with Tom Dargan and Marlene Deverell-Van 
Meter in “Reading the Illuminations of Blake’s Marriage o f Heaven and H eir, writes the 
only article that focuses primarily on examining the illuminations of the text o f Marriage 
as a significant and symbolic narrative. Many articles have been written on the Songs o f 
Innocence and o f Experience and the individual icons found on each plate in the 
collective narrative. However, none has dealt with Blake’s Marriage as a pictorial 
narrative that is intertwined with the verbal discourse of the text. The article presents “a 
reading of the entire Marriage as a printed and illuminated account of Blake’s ‘method’ 
o f transmitting knowledge through print and illumination’’ (Reading 162). Although the 
authors make the illuminations the focus of their reading, the images are still not 
considered equal to the verbal text, as revealed by the language used in describing the 
purpose o f the images. The authors describe the need to “attend to the ground level of 
Blake’s composite art, to the pictures’ directly illustrative function as graphic 
transpositions of metaphoric language and as thematic clues and emblems.” (162) While 
some of the illuminations perform an illustrative function, others read as text themselves, 
not performing the dictate of the words on the page, but demonstrating an insight o f their 
own that still keeps with the motif of the plate. Plate 2 o f M arriage, “The Argument” 
(see fig. 11), demonstrates visually none of the “fires in the burdend air” or “hungry 
clouds” written o f in the present tense. Erdman, in The Illum inated Blake, notes that, 
““the deep” with its fires and clouds appears only in the text that hangs heavy over these 
humans.” (Illum inated 99) Furthermore, the image of the man and woman intertwined
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about a tree does not directly represent anything written on the page. The narrative that 
these figures seem to tell is the story of Adam and Eve before the Fall, before “the just 
man” was driven into “barren climes”.
On the second plate, Erdman finds no correlation between the image and the text 
besides the picture seeming “intentionally cryptic, like the poem alongside.” (99) The 
reader is not introduced to Rintrah in any formal manner and the same goes for the 
figures in the image. The humans are oblivious to the text; they ignore the impending 
events of the poem as a verbal warning offered to this seemingly prelapsarian state of 
humanity. The tree certainly does not appear to represent the “barren climes” and so 
there appears to be a temporal rift between the image and the poem. If the image is 
understood to be pre-poem, as logic dictates, then the illumination perhaps depicts what 
the words don’t tell the reader. The picture could be the moment o f temptation—the act 
of driving the just man out into the “wilds/Where lions roam.” (E 33; MHH 2) The 
serpent-like figure that reaches down from the tree to the female on the ground could be 
Satan the tempter and “sneaking serpent”. Blake utilizes both image and poem in order 
to depict an entire story that would otherwise over-spill the bounds of the visual page or 
ruin the compactness of the poem. In this way the verbal and visual combine to tell the 
entire story in a condensed form. Each aspect o f the page communicates a tale of its own 
but together they provide an enriched narrative.
The Erdman article does not so much demonstrate the inability of literary scholars
to enter into the realm of visual art as the difficulty o f making such a transition.
Describing the physical page is not a substitute reading or interpretation o f a work of
»
literature. The descriptions, however, provide an essential foundation for literary
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scholars to build on. This is the direction that the reading o f Marriage must be taken.
My discussion examines how the images and words relate to or oppose each other in their 
interaction on the illuminated page. Physical adornment o f the page, such as colour and 
gold leaf acts as both a medium of interaction and as a unifying thread that links the 
verbal and visual elements of the page. Given the variation o f decoration found between 
copies o f M arriage, colour and gold leaf will not be treated with any weight at this point; 
that discussion will come later with an exposition o f Blake’s material process. A basis of 
reading must first be established before tackling more complicated material matters such 
as decoration.
Many interpretations have been offered for the title page o f Marriage (fig. 12) but 
they generally follow a set pattern. Many depictions of relationships are offered by the 
figures, large and small, scattered throughout the page. The words and images seem to be 
representations o f the same thing: the eternal bond between “good” and “evil”. Heaven 
and Hell are depicted as earthly and sub-earthly domains respectively. The subsequent 
text itself and not the arrangement of the title will prove these representations to be true. 
The placement o f the words “Heaven” and “Hell” on the page does not indicate that they 
act as labels for the image: both words are contained in the underground, or sub-earthly 
portion o f the illumination. This first plate seems relatively straightforward and easily 
readable, unlike Plate 2. Perhaps because of the simplicity o f the title page, Erdman uses 
it as a frame o f reference throughout the rest o f the article. In attempting to describe the 
anomalous images found on Plate 2, he often refers back to this first plate. The naked 
couple on Plate 2 is compared to those on the title page (Reading 169); birds flying 
“perhaps function as sparks of hope like the birds and humans on the title-page.” (170)
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Figure 12. William Blake, The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate 1, 
from David V. Erdman, The Illuminated Blake: William Blake s Complete 
Illuminated Works with a Plate-by-Plate Commentary (New York: Dover, 
1974) 98.
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However, the title page is not always a reliable referent, and the images should first be 
considered in the context of their own plate.
Erdman describes the action of Plate 3 as “... ’Eternal Hell’ is reviving and is 
being welcomed by five naked humans with outstretched arms...” (171) (fig. 13). He 
continues on to tell us who the figures resemble: “the girl is like the woman in flames at 
the top of the page; the running boy... is like the young man... in Plate 3 o f The Book o f 
Urizeri’ (171), but offers very little interpretation of the function of the images.
However, he does ask the reader to examine the action of the figures:
Note the optical illusion o f married perspectives of time and space: the 
legs insist that she is still, he is running, but the heads, arms, torsos that 
they are embracing. Again, but in a manner contrasting with Plate 2, a 
paradoxical emblem illuminates the paradoxical text, o f marriage without 
restraint. (172)
This description is accurate, but as in Plate 2 Erdman does not always correctly address 
the body language o f the figures. “As a new heaven is begun,” an “Eternal Hell revives” 
(E 34; MHH 3) on this page. Erdman describes the naked figures as having “out­
stretched arms” (Illuminated 100; Reading 171) that welcome the “dominion of Edom” 
(E 34; MHH 3). However, the flung, open arms of the figures do not seem to always 
represent welcome. The woman giving birth combines both joy and pain: she is not 
welcoming the reader with open arms but rather her arms are flung apart in effort and 
pain while bringing forth her child that in turn is welcoming the world. Neither does 
Erdman address the reference in the text to Isaiah chapters 34 and 35. The arms may 
represent rejoicing, like the rejoicing that takes place in Isaiah: “And rejoice with
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Figure 13. William Blake, 7%e Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate 3, 
from David V. Erdman, 77ie Illuminated Blake: William Blake’s Complete 
Illuminated Works with a Plate-by-Plate Commentary (New York: Dover, 
1974)100.
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rejoicing and shout o f joy” (35:2); “And the ransomed of the Lord will return/ And come 
with joyful shouting to Zion,/ With everlasting joy upon their heads./ They will find 
gladness and joy, /And sorrow and sighing will flee away” (35:10) The reference to 
Isaiah is an important one. It can either be viewed as a reminder for the reader, not only 
of Blake’s source but also of his faith, or it can be seen as an insertion. In an act of radial 
reading is the reader meant to insert the text of Isaiah at this point into Blake’s text? 
Either way, the reference is not without meaning for the illumination. The naked woman 
engulfed in flames at the top of the page may not have her arms spread open in a 
welcoming gesture, she may be supine in relaxation if she is the “night monster” that 
finds “herself a resting place” (Isaiah 34:14) amongst the loose brimstone earth and 
burning pitch (Isaiah 34:9).
If Plate 3 is an example of Erdman’s neglect o f intertextual references in 
constructing the meaning of the illuminated page, then Plate 4 (fig. 14) is a prime 
example of how he offers a more detailed analysis o f the marginalia than he does of the 
main illumination. Erdman et al. realize the value o f a close examination of these 
minutiae, which are represented on many levels as utilitarian:
Blake’s leaping fairies and elves.. .show us the uses o f line and surface, 
text and illumination, etching in copper and colour-printing on paper in 
the process they both exemplify and suggest the manifold marriages of 
contraries that open and display the infinite hidden in ‘apparent surfaces’
(to quote Plates 15 and 14). {Reading 163)
Erdman provides excellent descriptions and plausible interpretations o f the smaller 
interlinear illuminations and so it is not necessary to refer to these in detail in this study.
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Figure 14. William Blake, The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate 4, 
from David V. Erdman, The Illuminated Blake: William Blake’s Complete 
Illuminated Works with a  Plate-by-Plate Commentary (New York: Dover, 
1974)101.
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Many o f the plates of Marriage contain only these small figures and designs 
amongst the lines o f the text. The plates that do not have major illuminations were 
seemingly constructed that way for specific reasons. The page could have been full of 
enough verbal detail, such as Plates 7 through 9 containing the “Proverbs of Hell”. Plate 
6 seems to prepare the reader for the plainness o f the plates to follow: “the Proverbs of 
Hell, shew the nature of Infernal wisdom better than any description of buildings or 
garments.” (E 35; MHH 6). Some of the plates consist mainly of dialogue, a verbal 
element that does not always warrant a major design: Plate 12 offers a dialogue between 
Blake, Ezekial and Isaiah; Plate 19 contains the conversation between Blake and an 
Angel about “eternal lots”; Plate 23 contains a dialogue between a Devil and an Angel 
about the worship of God. Some of the unadorned pages may have been left to the reader 
to imaginatively illustrate, such as the description of Leviathan offered on Plate 18, or the 
image may have been depicted on a later plate, creating a visual/verbal connection 
between two plates. This occurs twice in the text where the illumination is provided at 
the end of a “section” of text, such as at the conclusion o f “A Memorable Fancy”. 
Leviathan is described verbally on Plate 18 but is depicted by Blake on Plate 20; Blake 
tells the reader on Plate 6 that while walking in Hell he “collected some o f their 
Proverbs” (E 35; MHH 6), but the reader does not see the visual depiction of this act of 
collecting until Plate 10. In this case Blake has allowed the reader, guided by his words, 
temporarily to construct the vision of the text It is a purposeful relinquishment of 
authorial control in an attempt to allow the reader’s imagination to enter into the text.
Despite his attention to interlinear detail, Erdman seems hesitant to tackle the 
larger scale illuminations, a tentativeness also expressed in his side notes to The
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Illuminated Blake. In fact, published only a year apart, the article (1973) and The 
Illum inated Blake (1974) echo each other in their observations on the major 
illuminations, offering no new insights to Blake studies. In the article, Erdman does 
suggest that the couple on Plate 3 “lunge toward each other,” (Reading 173) as if to 
embrace, but they “appear to be kept apart by her clutching of the infant (whose 
outstretched limbs now suggest not joy but fear) and by a chain on his right ankle -  i.e. 
by the false, jealous separation of Soul and Body.” (173) While the facial expressions of 
the figures change from copy to copy, the body language does not. The female is holding 
the child in a protective manner, left arm around the small body with her left shoulder 
toward the male figure. That she seems to fear him, though not as obviously as the child, 
is not addressed. The second “true” contrary written on the plate perhaps identifies these 
figures: “Energy is the only life and is from the Body and Reason is the bound or outward 
circumference of Energy.” (E 34; MHH 4) Energy, in the form of the male figure, is 
restrained by the chains of Reason. He strains to reach the other figures -  Body and Soul 
-  in order to unite with them and dispel the Errors previously stated: that Body and Soul 
are separate and that “Energy, calld Evil, is alone from the Body, & that Reason, calld 
Good, is alone from the Soul.” (E 34; MHH 4) The male figure is not always depicted as 
chained in every copy (A, B, C, D do not have chains while E through I do), but his 
reaching hand suggests an attempt to break limitations. The major illumination appears 
to be illustrative, but not directly, as it combines several of the ideas represented verbally 
on the page into one image.
Erdman describes the illumination on Plate S (fig. IS) as “Phaeton-like” {Reading 
173; Illum inated 102), referring to the Greek myth of the son of Helios, who upon losing
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Figure 15. William Blake, The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate 5, 
from David V. Erdman, The Illuminated Blake: Willkm Blake's Complete 
Illuminated Works with a Plate-by-Plate Commentary (New York: Dover, 
1974) 102.
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control of his father’s fiery chariot which threatened to set the earth on fire, was struck 
down by Zeus’ thunderbolt. Erdman tells the reader that “Presumably the picture is 
adaptable to both parties’ histories of the fall (see text) ” (Reading 174; Illuminated 102) 
The theme of the plate is certainly of a fall; the image and words then work together to 
create a comprehensive history of “falling”—a melange of Greek mythology, Christian 
doctrine and English literature.
The next large-scale illumination occurs on Plate 10 (fig. 16), where for Erdman, 
“The scene vaguely parodies the orthodox picture of God on Judgment Day flanked by 
recording angels.” (Reading 182) Within the text of Marriage itself the illumination is 
reminiscent of the “Memorable Fancy” on plates 6 and 7. The devil writing with 
“corroding fires” (E 35; MHH 6,7) could be the same one recording the “Proverbs of 
Hell” and instructing his two apprentices on Plate 10. This identification leads to the 
linking of Blake’s production process (etching in acid) with the resultant text (represented 
by the Proverbs). The proverbs that Blake collected on his walk through “the fires of 
hell,” (E 38; MHH 6) have led many scholars to believe that Blake is represented as the 
apprentice devil that sits at the winged devil’s left. The illumination, regardless of what 
the figures represent, marks the end of the proverbs. Immediately following “Enough! or 
Too much” (E 38; MHH 10), the image depicts the action not told by the words. The 
recorder o f the proverbs (whom we’ll call Blake) wishes to “shew the nature of Infernal 
wisdom” (E 35; MHH 6) as told on Plate 6. This illumination on Plate 10 seems to fill 
the narrative gap on Plate 6 that forms between the statements, “I collected some of their 
Proverbs” (E 35; MHH 6) and “When I came home;” (E 35; MHH 6). The fllumination
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Figure 16. William Blake, 77ie Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate 10, 
from David V. Erdman, The Uhuninated Blake: William Blake’s Complete 
Illuminated Works with a Plate-by-Plate Commentary (New York: Dover, 
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offers the story of how the preceding proverbs were gathered, completing the narrative 
without interrupting the narrative flow.
As opposed to Plate 10, Erdman sees the illumination on Plate 11 (fig. 17) as 
directly illustrative of the first two lines of text on the page: “The top picture illustrates 
[the] poets’ animating of “sensible objects with Gods or Geniuses” (1-2).” (Reading 185; 
Illum inated 108) Nature takes on human form (or vice versa) in this illumination: the 
female version of the sun (or a daisy or a sunflower) rises on the left; a tree trunk contains 
the bearded face of an old man; a child seems to emerge from an open flower into a very 
mermaid-like woman’s arms. Blake, like the ancient poets, has adorned these figures 
“with the properties of woods, rivers, mountains, lakes, cities, nations, and whatever [his] 
enlarged & numerous senses could perceive.” (E 38; MHH 11) Placed at the top of the 
page, the illumination certainly represents the uncorrupted state of religion before the 
Priesthood and a time before the forgetful state of humans attained by the bottom of the 
page.
Plate 14 (fig. 18) is not so easy to read. The illumination that appears before the 
text at the top of the page may fit some of the verbal description given by Blake, but it is 
more difficult to explain in terms of purpose and function on the page. While it may 
represent the soul (female) hovering over the body (male), this explanation does not 
justify why Blake would depict this scene when he wishes to expunge the idea that “man 
has a body distinct from his soul,” (E 39; MHH 14). This becomes the difficulty with the 
image: how does Blake depict the soul and body as one image that we recognize to be the 
combination of both the spiritual and the physical? Having already encountered this 
difficulty in the illustration of Night Thoughts, perhaps Blake is offering the only view
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Figure 17. William Blake, The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate U , 
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Figure 18. William Blake, The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate 14, 
from David V. Erdman, The Illuminated Blake: William Blake's Complete 
Illuminated Works with a Plate-by-Plate Commentary (New York: Dover, 
1974)111.
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that we can see through the “narrow chinks” (E 39; MHH 14) of our imagination. This 
limited view is also communicated through the limited space of the image. The 
illumination occupies about a quarter o f the space on the page and is strictly confined to 
the top of the page, its colour not overspilling onto the verbal text.
Plate IS (fig. 19) offers us one of the most recognized “emblems” of Blake’s 
pictorial work. The bird and the serpent at the bottom of the page could be the Viper of 
the second chamber and the Eagle of the third. Erdman eloquently describes them as “not 
fighting each other, as in the Homeric omen, but collaborating to produce linear text and 
infinite illumination.” (Reading 191; Illuminated 112) This terraqueous combination has 
evolved to become emblematic for most critics who find serpentine twigs and wing-like 
leaves throughout most o f the text. The problem with emblems is that once accepted they 
tend to be applied indiscriminately to the text. S. Foster Damon’s A Blake Dictionary has 
contributed much insight to Blake’s use of symbolic images but also provides a template 
that could be carelessly applied to every text. Damon identifies the eagle as a symbol of 
genius. The birds depicted in Marriage are likely eagles, but they are not absolutely 
identifiable. Similarly, Damon offers several interpretations o f the serpent as 
representative of priests, nature, hypocrisy, and evil, none of which uniformly apply to 
the appearance of snakes in Marriage Birds and serpents, considered emblematic of 
Blake, should also be interpreted within the context o f the work they appear in. These 
emblems do not just represent symbolism related solely to the text. Blake’s mechanical 
process is also addressed through this emblem. Erdman recognizes the double entendre 
of the depiction of the bird on the page that allegorically describes Blake’s book 
production process. Feathers were and still are used in etching to remove the bubbles that
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Figure 19. William Blake, The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate 15, 
from David V. Erdman, The Illuminated Blake; William Blake‘s Complete 
Illuminated Works with a Plate-by-Plate Commentary (New York: Dover, 
1974)112.
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form on the copper when in contact with the acid. Bubbles prevent even biting by the 
acid and produce shaky, ill-defined lines. Feathers were also cut as quills for writing or 
drawing on the copper plate. And so the bird works on the level of textual signification 
as well as fitting into the recurring depiction of the physical processes involved in 
creating an illuminated text.
Critics who tend to make comparative analysis the basis of an interpretive study 
also consider plate 16 (fig. 20) to be emblematic. Erdman relates this illumination to a 
similar depiction from Gates o f Paradise and identifies the figures as Ugolino and his 
kindred on the verge of self-devouring. (Reading 193; Illuminated 113) While critics 
today can perform a comparative analysis of Blake’s pictorial designs, readers of Blake’s 
time certainly would not have been able to, nor would we assume, given Blake’s methods 
of dissemination, that Blake would expect a comparative analysis to be done on his 
works. It is most likely then that Blake was merely recycling the image to be used in a 
different context. Erdman does not address this issue and so ignores the context of the 
illuminations and the various meanings they hold in relation to their verbal text. This 
explains why he identifies an “astounding piece o f theatricality” {Reacting 192) taking 
place in Copy G of Marriage. The eyes of the central figure look to the right and direct 
the reader to follow his gaze to a red lump that Erdman describes as “bloody” and 
“plainly some flesh he has tried eating!” {Reading 194) This may be a plausible 
interpretation of the red lump that appears only in Copy G if that copy was specifically 
coloured for a patron who already owned Gates o f Paradise. In Blake and the Idea o f the 
Book, Viscomi describes Copy G as coloured about 1818 (Viscomi 261). It was 
originally bound with Thel Copy N and Visions o f the Daughters o f Albion Copy P
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Figure 20. William Blake, The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate 16, 
from David V. Erdman, The Illuminated Blake: William Blake's Complete 
Illuminated Works with a Plate-by-Plate Commentary (New York: Dover, 
1974)113.
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(Viscomi 333). Viscomi does not identify any particular patron for whom this copy was 
created. A patron who owned several copies of Blake’s work would surely get the cross- 
textual reference and recognize the two illuminations as related in signification. However 
this is not the case, and so Erdman’s “bloody lump” is not likely a chunk of flesh.
This “Ugolino” image has appeared in many of Blake’s works, each time carrying 
a different meaning. Erdman’s transfer of the plate’s significance from Gates to 
Marriage is proven even more unreliable considering the number of times Blake reused 
the image. For Children: The Gates o f Paradise is widely considered an “emblem book” 
(Bentley 186); this image appears on plate 14 of this emblem book printed May 17, 1793, 
just about the same time as the first editions of the Marriage. Sketches for Blake’s 
emblems were found in his Notebook. Blake’s Notebook, which he carried with him 
throughout his lifetime, even after it was full, seems to have served as a reference manual 
of images. Since Blake used and reused many of these images in several different works, 
it is safe to assume that the meaning of the image in one work does not always carry over 
into another. G. E. Bentley Jr., in Blake Books, identifies several manipulations of this 
image throughout Blake’s work:
A tentative sketch for this design is in the V & A [no. 8763 B, reproduced 
in Pencil Drawings [1927], pi. 9], a very similar one is in the Notebook [p.
59, the left figure on p. 75], a closely related design is in the Marriage 
[71790-3] pi. 16, related designs are entitled ‘How I pity’ (71793), and ‘Is 
all joy forbidden’ (71793).. .a very similar drawing for Dante [1824-27], 
with two angels added overhead... (Bentley 190)
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Bentley also notes that this image was Plate 4 in Small Book o f Designs (Bentley 357). If 
so many versions of the same image exist, why then does Erdman focus on the context of 
Gates'? This focus misleads the reader to adopt the meaning of the image found in a 
different textual context.
Ironically, the simplest and most likely interpretation of the image in its own 
context also comes from Erdman: “In the large top picture we see what happens if the 
collaborators separate, if cunning priests impose their errors of abstraction: our senses sit 
in prison not palaces.” (Reading 192; Illuminated 113) “The Giants who formed this 
world into its sensual existence” (E 40; MHH 16) on Plate 16 may refer back to “The 
ancient Poets [who] animated all sensible objects with Gods or Geniuses,” (E 38; MHH 
11) on Plate 11. These poets or giants now live in chains on Plate 16, confines that are a 
result of “the cunning of weak and tame minds, which have power to resist energy ” (E 
40; MHH 16) For Erdman, the five figures represent the five senses (as all groups of five 
figures do) and the illumination represents the “jailing of gigantic potential” (Illuminated 
113), which is entirely plausible.
“A Memorable Fancy” begins on Plate 17 and concludes on Plate 20. The fancy 
consists of the vision of the eternal lots of the Angel and the young man (presumably 
Blake). The vision, as told on plates 17 through 19, contains no major illuminations until 
Plate 20 and the conclusion of the Fancy. The Leviathan depicted on Plate 20 (fig. 21) 
brings the reader back to its description on Plate 18 as “a monstrous serpent.” (E 41; 
MHH 18) The delineation Blake offers on plates 17-19 is clearly materialized in the form 
of the illumination on Plate 20. However the gap between the first verbal description of 
the Leviathan and its first visual appearance needs to be explained. The image appears
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Figure 21. William Blake, 7%e Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate 20, 
from David V. Erdman, 7fte Illuminated Blake: William Blake's Complete 
Illuminated Works with a Plate-by-Plate Commentary (New York: Dover, 
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after nearly three pages of relatively unadorned text. Why wasn’t the illustrative image 
placed with its verbal description? As discussed earlier, this purposeful placement of 
images is an example of Blake using the reader’s imagination to create the illuminations 
and therefore complete the text through visualization.
Erdman makes a different correlation between this image and the text as he 
describes the vision as “a Biblical, apocalyptic version of our prophetic viper working in 
the cave with corrosive fires,” {Reading 195; Illuminated 117). Erdman finds importance 
in arrangement also, not the placement of the illumination within the body of the text but 
the position of Leviathan’s head. However, he offers no interpretation as to the 
importance he places on the orientation of Leviathan’s head: “Leviathan directs his bright 
red tongue straight upward, in a position deliberately reminiscent of the eagle’s beak in 
Plate 15.” {Reading 195/97; Illum inated 117) Erdman does not explain the importance of 
his linking o f plates 15 and 20. The head position of the Leviathan could be a logical 
result of the undulating motion of the serpent described on Plate 18, but the affinities 
between plates 18 and 20 are perhaps too evident for Erdman to address.
Plate 21 (fig. 22) continues the motif o f the upward gaze. Erdman recognizes this 
yet still does not fully “read” its significance in the article. The Illum inated Blake offers a 
possible reading of this depiction:
With head pointed upward like the eagle’s and Leviathan’s, and mouth 
open in utterance, a naked human phoenix sits on green turf over “the 
bones of the dead” (compare Plate 7).... The title given this picture in the 
Cumberland copy, “Satan’s Address to the Sun,” alludes to Paradise Lost
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Figure 22. William Blake, The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate 21, 
from Davkl V. Erdman, The Illuminated Blake: William Blake's Complete 
Illuminated Works with a Plate-by-Plate Commentary (New York: Dover, 
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IV 32 ff, where Satan recalls how fallen, once glorious, he is. (Illuminated 
118)
Despite Erdman going to another text to find meaning in the illumination, his reading is
believable considering Blake’s previous references to Paradise Lost as well as the first
sentence on the plate: "‘I have always found that Angels have the vanity to speak of
themselves as the only wise; this they do with a confident insolence sprouting from
systematic reasoning:” (E 42; MHH 21). Thus Satan’s rebellious insolence depicted in
Paradise Lost is a warning to Blake’s reader about the dangers of the restrainers that
govern the unwilling (E 24; MHH S), an allusion to Swedenborg as a restrainer of delight.
The bones identified by Erdman as ‘the bones o f the dead’ (cf. Proverb 2, Plate 7) could
also be the “bleached bones” from ‘The Argument’ on Plate 1. This reinforces the
possibility that the upward gazing man is Satan in the guise of a mortal man, a priest. If
this is so, then the “villain” o f ‘The Argument’ has been identified:
Then the perilous path was planted:
And a river, and a spring 
On every cliff and tomb;
And on the bleached bones 
Red clay brought forth.
Till the villain left the paths o f ease,
To walk in perilous paths, and drive 
The just man into barren climes.
Now the sneaking serpent walks 
In mild humility.
And the just man rages in the wilds 
Where lions roam.
(E 33; MHH 1,11.9-20)
Plate 24 (fig. 23) is the last plate that contains a major illumination; it both 
completes and explains the upward gaze depicted throughout Marriage. The image is of
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Figure 23. William Blake, The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate 24, 
from David V. Erdman, The Illuminated Blake: William Blake’s Complete 
Illuminated Works with a Plate-by-Plate Commentary (New York: Dover 
1974) 121.
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King Nebuchadnezzar during his madness and exile, the biblical story explained in 
Daniel 4:33-34. Beyond the similarity to Blake’s other visual depictions of 
Nebuchadnezzar, this illumination can be identified as representing the king from the 
description given in the Bible. Blake’s illumination perfectly matches the biblical 
description:
[Nebuchadnezzar] was driven away from mankind and began eating grass 
like cattle, and his body was drenched with the dew of heaven, until his 
hair had grown like eagles’ feathers and his nails like birds’ claws.
(Daniel 4:33)
Not only does the depiction of the fallen king fit the on-going visual theme of birds, it 
also contrasts with the failed conversion of Satan in Paradise Lost. Nebuchadnezzar was 
condemned to this fate until he realized that “the Most High is ruler over the realm of 
mankind,” (Daniel 4:2S) and gave up his insolent pride. Unlike Satan who falls, King 
Nebuchadnezzar realizes his folly:
“But at the end of that period I, Nebuchadnezzar, raised my eyes toward 
heaven, and my reason returned to me, and I blessed the Most High and 
praised and honored Him, who lives forever;” (Daniel 4:34)
This biblical passage not only expresses the hope of conversion but aiso explains the 
hope of the upward gaze. The theme of conversion is picked up in the verbal text through 
two metamorphic events: the first is “the Angel who stretched out his arms embracing the 
flame o f fire & was consumed and arose as Elijah.” (E 43; MHH 24); the second involves 
“This Angel, who is now become a Devil,” (E 44; MHH 24). These conversions sum up 
the satiric inversions Blake has made with the Bible and Christian doctrine throughout the
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Marriage. This plate is meant to bring the culmination and realization of meaning, as 
indicated by naming the Angel/Devil Elijah. Elijah’s role in Jewish tradition as well as in 
the New Testament is that of the precursor, as he represents the development of messianic 
expectations. At the Passover table a place is always set for Elijah in the event that he 
returns to introduce the messianic age; in M arriage Elijah’s appearance ushers in a period 
of hope and salvation, a conversion of human minds to recognize that “every thing that 
lives is Holy” (E 45; MHH 27).
With these inversions/conversions in mind, the duality of all the major 
illuminations can now be read; after the construction comes the reinterpretation. The 
eagle is infinite illumination, physical process and metamorphic stage of enlightenment; 
the serpent is temptation in the form of Satan, eternal damnation in the form of Leviathan 
and the linear text that is capable of communicating “new truths” (E 43; MHH 22); the 
beast-like man is Nebuchadnezzar before salvation and the Nebuchadnezzar-like 
oppressor Swedenborg who does not convert. Throughout the work ‘Devils’ and 
‘Angels’ mingle, morph, and merge to become unrecognizable in traditional roles and 
depictions while the words and images overlap, invert and retrace each other in the effort 
to teach the reader how to extract meaning from the text. Everything in Blake’s satiric 
reversal of the Bible reinforces his axiom that “Without Contraries is no progression.” (E 
34; MHH 3)
And so the reading of The M arriage o f Heaven and H ell has been more than 
simple description and interpretation. It has involved radial reading, delineative reading 
and the skill to piece together narratives that are not presented in the traditional verbal 
format. Literary critics then, must find themselves bowing to the application of other
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theories that lie outside the scope o f ‘literature’ and accepting the contraries in reading 
method present in Blake’s illuminated texts. Stephen Behrendt explains, “the active 
dialectical conflict of contrary impulses. ..lends both essence and meaning to human 
existence.” (Behrendt 32); indeed this is the same thing that gives essence and meaning 
Blake’s texts in the form of the unification of two ‘opposing’ sister arts.
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Chapter Four: Reading Blake’s Materials
Ideas cannot be Given but in their minutely Appropriate Words 
nor Can a Design be made without its minutely Appropriate Execution
Blake, Notebook p. 62; E 576.
Despite Joseph Visconti's 1993 groundbreaking work on Blake’s material 
process, literary scholars have not moved beyond the words or images to hilly consider 
how the physical page, as an artistic construction, communicates to viewers/readers. The 
materials that Blake used in his illuminated books give clues about textual meaning, 
artistic process, aesthetic values and the economic considerations involved in the 
production of the illuminated page. Understanding Blake’s texts as culminations of these 
factors narrows the range of possible meanings. In Blake and the Idea o f the Book, 
Viscomi proves that Blake’s theories of art and imagination were based on graphic 
execution and were embedded in the text itself through textual and visual depictions of 
printmaking, writing, reading and books. These theories, accessible through an 
examination of Blake’s mode of production and verbalized in his 1809 catalogue 
descriptions, can elucidate Blake’s expectations of his readers and provide a model of 
meaning for those readers. While the visual variations between copies of Blake’s texts 
make pattern recognition difficult, Blake’s aesthetic values can still be detected, even 
though his work would undergo a stylistic evolution in later years. Through the materials 
and the verbal and visual depictions of reading, each illuminated work provides unique 
insight into Blake’s visionary mind.
For any artist, technique is an integral part of the creative process. For Blake, 
technique was both a creative process and a creative product. This is perhaps why Blake 
wrote so much about his methods, not only in public addresses and catalogues, but also in
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advertisements, in letters and in his own creative literature. The Marriage o f Heaven and 
Hell allegorizes Blake's relief etching methods as an “infernal method, by corrosives,” 
that is capable of revealing “the infinite which was hid.” (E 39; MHH 14) These 
methods, so embedded in Blake’s mind, carry a weight o f significance in his production 
of textual meaning. While meaning in Blake’s illuminated works goes beyond the simple 
mechanics of brush strokes and graver marks, it does not exclude these basic elements of 
artisanship from affecting the reading of the page.
Blake’s theories on art, as found in his miscellaneous writings, represent a starting 
point for the discussion of the use of colour and other page adornments such as gold leaf. 
Most of his aesthetic values are expressed in the descriptive catalogues he wrote for his 
works. The richest of these texts is Blake’s A Descriptive Catalogue o f Pictures, the 
catalogue for his exhibit of 1809. In the advertisement for the catalogue Blake aligns his 
work with the artists that best represent his aesthetic ideals:
In this Exhibition will be seen real Art, as it was left us by Raphael and 
Albert Durer, M ichael Angelo, and Julio Romano; stripped from the 
Ignorances of Rubens and Rembrandt, Titian and Correggio; (E 528)
The specific aesthetic disputes Blake has with the latter artists are revealed throughout 
the entries of the catalogue. What is demonstrated through these entries is that Blake’s 
theories and principles of art stand for ALL of his art. The entry for “Number XV 
Ruth.—A Drawing” specifically explains what Blake calls the “great and golden rule of 
art, as well as of life” (550). The golden rule is given as follows: “That the more distinct, 
sharp, [P 64] and wirey the bounding line, the more perfect the work of art; and the less 
keen and sharp, the greater is the evidence of weak imitation, plagiarism, and bungling.”
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(5S0) Blake continues to state that Raphael, Durer and Michaelangelo all demonstrate 
the perfect use of bounding line while Rembrandt and Correggio are mere plagiarists.
His comments on Rembrandt and Correggio are similar in tone to his discussion of 
Swedenborg in The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell. For Blake, the “want of this 
determinate and bounding form evidences the want of idea in the artist’s mind, and the 
pretence of the plagiary in all its branches” (550). Derivative painting is the same as 
writing that is, “a recapitulation o f all superficial opinions, and an analysis of the more 
sublime, but no further” (E 43; MHH 22). Thus, as expressed in M arriage, the lack of 
imagination and creativity in Swedenborg’s texts, which are derived from Shakespeare 
and Dante, is comparable to Correggio and Rembrandt being “the lame imitators of lines 
drawn by their predecessors, and their works prove themselves contemptible dis-arranged 
imitations and blundering misapplied copies.” (550)
True an, as expressed repeatedly in Blake’s writings, is the intellectual creation of 
beauty and strength that stems from the imagination. And so imitation assuages the 
creative mind:
No Man of Sense ever supposes that Copying from Nature is the An of 
Painting if the An is no more than this it is no better than any other[’]s 
Manual Labour any body may do it & the fool often will do it best as it is a 
work of no Mind (578).
This idea is expressed in The M arriage o f Heaven and H ell through Blake’s 
condemnation of men of “mechanical talents” (E 43; MHH 22). Imitation cannot 
communicate enlightenment; artistic transcendence can only be achieved through the 
individual artistic imagination, as “No bird soars too high, if he soars with his own
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wings.” (E 36; MHH 7) The beauty of the illumination is not just an adornment: “The 
Beauty proper for sublime art, is lineaments, or forms and features that are capable of 
being the receptacles of intellect;” (E 544). As a receptacle o f intellect, the illumination 
can also be considered a literary communicator. In Blake’s work, colour can enhance 
that communication but cannot alter the message.
In Blake’s mind the boundaries and distinctions between painting and writing 
were blurred; what he considered beautiful in one discipline was easily transformed to fit 
the other. This is why in his commentary on aesthetics he often crosses genre in offering 
examples by names. On page 60 of his notebook Blake writes that good art is “Drawn 
with a firm <and decided> hand at once...like Fuseli & Michael Angelo Shakespeare & 
Milton” (576) Blake parallels the visual and verbal again on page 62: “The unorganized 
Blots & Blurs of Rubens & Titian are not Art nor can their Method ever express Ideas or 
Imaginations any more than Popes Metaphysical Jargon of Rhyming” (576) What this 
demonstrates is Blake’s unwillingness to distinguish between visual and verbal 
communication. Blake is also expressing that it is technique that constitutes fine art, and 
that the confident, clear, concise hand is what makes a master artist in any genre. 
Colouring
Blake’s theory of colour is firmly grounded in his graphic execution: “Colouring 
does not depend on where the Colours are put, but on where the lights and darks are put, 
and all depends on Form or Outline. On where that is put; where that is wrong, the 
Colouring never can be right;” (529-30). “Lights and darks” are also the primary concern 
of the engraver/etcher. “To Woodcut on Copper Lay a ground as for Etching, trace &c. & 
instead o f Etching the blacks Etch the whites & bite it in” (Blake Notebook pg. 4; E 694).
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Blake has translated these considerations into his design process. For Blake, colour and 
form were interdependent elements of artistic expression. Form and lineament produced 
the core of the artistic image; colour, although secondary, was also important, in that bad 
colouring could ruin an image. In his Notebook Blake writes: “In a work of Art it is not 
fine tints that are required but Fine Forms, fine Tints without, are loathsome Fine Tints 
without Fine Forms are always the Subterfuge of the Blockhead” (571). This is often the 
problem that Blake finds in works by other artists: “I do not condemn Rubens Rembrandt 
or Titian because they did not understand Drawing but because they did not Understand 
Colouring... I do not condemn Pope or Dryden because they did not understand 
Imagination but because they did not understand Verse” (575). Based on this statement, 
Blake understands drawing and imagination to be the basis o f the genres he works within, 
while colouring and verse are the media through which knowledge is communicated. 
Colour, as a transmitter of meaning, did not have to remain constant because Blake did 
not subscribe to traditional iconographic uses of colour. For Blake inventive variation of 
colour was desirable:
I do not shrink from the Comparison in Either Relief or Strength of Colour 
with either Rembrandt or Rubens on the Contrary I court the Comparison 
& fear not the Result.. .their Effects are in Every Picture the same Mine 
are in Every Picture different (579).
However, it is important to note that colour, as a supplement to line and form, holds 
secondary meaning for the illumination. As well, economic feasibility and the 
commercial availability of pigment were always underlying factors in Blake’s choice of
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colour. These factors must be kept in mind when giving weight to the meaning 
represented by the colouring of the illuminated page.
An admirer of the Italian tradition of Fresco painting, Blake wished to revive the 
methods in his own works. Desiring to create a “portable Fresco”(528), Blake used the 
traditional techniques of fresco painting in his own paintings and translated this technique 
to his illuminated books. The advertisement of the catalogue for Blake’s 1809 exhibition 
proclaims his style to be “THE grand style o f Art restored; in FRESCO, or Water-colour 
Painting,” (528) while the advertisement for the exhibition announces, “The Invention o f 
a portable Fresco” that Blake defines as “A Wall on Canvas or Wood, or any other 
portable thing, of dimensions ever so large, or ever so small, which may be removed with 
the same convenience as so many easel Pictures;” (527). Sixteen years earlier, in his 
Prospectus of 1793, Blake also claimed himself an inventor “the Author of the following 
productions now presented to the Public; who has invented a method of Printing both 
Letter-press and Engraving in a style more ornamental, uniform, and grand, than any 
before discovered,” (692). Blake’s use of language in his prospectus and catalogue 
advertisements created a niche for himself in the artistic world. The attraction of Blake’s 
art is twofold: the creation of an original art object that is also reminiscent of the “golden 
age” of painting. His choice of words describing his art as “ornamental” and “grand” 
dictates that his copies should be coloured in order to live up to his advertisement.
In keeping with the fresco tradition, Blake used only watercolour paint. Many art 
critics describe his method as closer to that of tempera rather than fresco. Fresco painting 
is historically done quickly in watercolour on wet plaster so that the colours penetrate the 
plaster and become fixed when it dries. Tempera, on the other hand, involves the
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dispersion of the pigments in an emulsion miscible with water, such as egg yolk.
Although there is no evidence that Blake used egg yolk as a suspension medium for his 
pigment, it is consistent with the manner in which he may have applied gold leaf to the 
page. Regardless, Blake calls his method Fresco, and so aligns himself with that tradition 
and those artists that worked within it.
Beyond simply imitating the manner of fresco, in his descriptive catalogue of 
1809 Blake explains his alignment with that tradition through his dislike of oil paints: 
Clearness and precision have been the chief objects in painting these 
Pictures. Clear colours unmudded by oil, and firm and determinate 
lineaments unbroken by shadows, which ought to display and not to hide 
form, as is the practice of the latter Schools of Italy and Flander. (S30)
And so the entry for item number Q in the catalogue offers, “THIS Picture [as] proof of 
the power of colours unsullied with oil or with any cloggy vehicle ” (S30) Blake wished 
for his pictures to accurately represent his artistic vision and watercolour was the medium 
through which to achieve precision of colour. Blake was particular about his depictions 
and wanted his colours and forms to remain true and be transmitted to the viewer as 
clearly as possible. Blake believed that “Oil will not drink or absorb colour enough to 
stand the test of very little time and of the air. It deadens every colour it is mixed with, at 
its first mixture, and in a little time becomes a yellow mask over all that it touches.” (530) 
It seems strange that Blake would emphasize the clarity of his colours when he 
considered colouration secondary to the forms of the text However, clarity for Blake 
was more about accuracy of textual transmission than representativeness.
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The use of oil paint was also not conducive to Blake’s other decorative 
techniques. Blake reveals, “real gold and silver cannot be used with oil” (531). Blake 
occasionally used gold leaf in adorning his illuminated works, using it to express degrees 
of light and shade and also ethereal or otherworldly concepts. Leaf was an expensive 
adornment that was not readily affordable to an artisan such as Blake. The scarcity of it 
in Blake’s works could be explained by his economic situation, which will be discussed 
later, but it could also be explained by his aesthetic values. Leaf was an adornment. 
Although it was flashy and made the book look expensive, there is no evidence that Blake 
increased his prices when gold leaf was used, nor did it increase his sales. It is likely that 
Blake only used gold leaf upon request by or in response to a specific buyer.
Decoration of his work was never a primary concern to Blake. Many of his 
copies were sold uncoloured and even his early washed copies may not have been a result 
of personal aesthetic values but rather a quick and economical way to make his art more 
appealing to the consumer and therefore more saleable. Viscomi believes that “the move 
from washing illustrations to painting carefully and elaborately the entire pictorial surface 
may reflect the aesthetic and commercial fashions of the day.” (Viscomi 130) Blake 
desired marketability; his washed illuminations were done in the style of commercial 
prints. Blake probably shared his colouring duties with Mrs. Blake, and so did not 
entirely have authorial control over that aspect of book production. According to 
Viscomi, “the limited palette used in early illuminated impressions suggests that labour 
was not divided according to the standard procedure of one color per person [as in 
printing houses] but by impression, and that Mrs. Blake colored entire impressions and 
books herself.” (133) Blake surely provided his assistant with a template, but even
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templates can be confused, and so I agree with Viscomi when he suggests that “we 
cannot even be certain in ail instances which variations were Blake’s and which were 
Mrs. Blake’s.” (142) Therefore the variation in colour scheme amongst contemporary 
copies should not hold any undue significance in the overall meaning of the piece.
I am not suggesting that colour held no symbolic meaning for Blake’s illuminated 
works, but rather that colour should be interpreted cautiously when reading the 
illuminations for textual meaning. Blake’s economic situation was a counter-balance to 
the aesthetic decisions he made in the course of decorating the illuminated works. The 
colour scheme of the copies varied for many reasons, two of which were materials on 
hand and Blake’s financial situation. Coloured copies varied according to the payment 
Blake received. It is known that Blake raised his prices on his illuminated works around 
1806. A copy of the Songs cost 10s. in 1793 according to Blake’s prospectus; in 1806 
such a copy sold for £6 6s. The new prices were not due to an increased expenditure of 
labour in creating the book, or to an increase in material cost. The price increase was 
primarily due to Blake rethinking the status and genre of the books themselves. Blake 
began considering them as prints and not just “books” or “literature”, and began pricing 
the illuminated works accordingly. Viscomi suggests:
At ten shillings, the price of Songs reflected Blake’s idea that the artifact, 
though dependent on its illustration and coloring for its special appeal, was 
still a book of illustrated poems and not a series of prints or drawings. At 
£6 6s. Songs was priced fairly as a series o f fifty-four hand-colored prints, 
and prints of this size sold at BoydelFs and other printsellers for between
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two and five shillings apiece. Blake’s price changes reveal his changes in 
perception and emphasis. (Viscomi IS5)
According to Alexander Gilchrist, the first Blake biographer, finances played a 
large role in Blake’s artistic expression. When given ample funds, Blake could be at 
liberty to express his full artistic vision through the illuminated works; when 
economically strained, Blake would have to make creative use of whatever materials 
were on hand or affordable. Gilchrist writes:
The illustrated Songs o f Innocence and Experience was issued to 
Blake’s public, to his own friends that is, at the modest price of thirty 
shillings or two guineas. Its selling price now,[1863] when perfect, varies 
from ten and twelve guineas upwards....
Later in Blake’s life,—for the sheets always remained in stock,— 
five guineas were given him, and in some cases, when intended as a 
delicate means o f helping the artist, larger sums. Flaxman recommended 
more than one friend to take copies, a Mr. Thomas among them, who, 
wishing to give the artist a present, made the price ten guineas. For such a 
sum Blake could hardly do enough, finishing the plates like miniatures. In 
the last years of his life, Sir Thomas Lawrence, Sir Francis Chantrey, and 
others, paid as much as twelve and twenty guineas; Blake conscientiously 
working up the colour and finish, and perhaps over-labouring them, in 
return; printing off only on one side of the leaf and expanding the book by 
help of margin into a handsome quarto. If without a sixpence in his 
pocket, he was always too justly proud to confess it: so that, whoever 
desired to give Blake money, had to do it indirectly, to avoid offence, by 
purchasing copies of his works...
The early, low-priced copies,—Flaxman’s for instance,—though 
slighter in colour, possess a delicacy of feeling, a freshness of execution, 
often lost in the richer, more laboured examples,...
Other considerable varieties of detail in the final touches by hand 
exist. There are copies in which certain minutiae are finished with unusual 
care and feeling. The prevailing ground-colour o f the writing and 
illustrations also varies. Sometimes it is yellow, sometimes blue, and so 
on.... Of course, therefore, the degrees of merit vary greatly between one 
copy and another, both as a whole and in the parts.
(Gilchrist 121-122)
Gilchrist’s narrative reveals several insights about Blake’s book production process as 
well as raising some questions about his aesthetics. This passage communicates much
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about Blake’s pricing tactics. Blake’s pride required him to set a price for his illuminated 
books that would allow him to produce attractive and salable art while permitting himself 
a small profit. Blake’s financial situation required him to accept larger “donations” from 
patrons or customers in order to produce a more elaborately decorated book. However, 
the question that arises from this description is whether Blake’s aesthetic and artistic 
values were best represented when he had little sponsorship or when he was afforded an 
abundance of materials. Gilchrist’s comment that Blake would “conscientiously” 
decorate the books, “perhaps over-labouring them,” (121) seems to correspond with 
Blake’s own reflections on art: “Let a Man who has made a Drawing go on & on & he 
will produce a Picture or Painting but if he chooses to leave off before he has spoQd it he 
will Do a Better Thing” (E 576; Notebook 44). Perhaps then, Blake’s enthusiastic 
colouring was a result of the patron’s expectations and not necessarily an “artistic 
evolution” of Blake’s style.
Blake was a poor man; he was never allowed the full artistic freedom that comes 
with unlimited access to materials. Perhaps it can never be determined which style of 
colouring best represents Blake’s artistic ideals. Economic and social factors complicate 
aesthetics and make it difficult to assign meaning to esoteric elements of Blake’s text 
such as colouring and decoration. Blake’s book format was dictated by financial 
limitations, and aesthetic “preferences” were a result of monetary decisions: octavo over 
quarto; light washes over opaque tints. Paper is an obvious expense for a book producer 
and so Blake’s smaller pages were likely a practical result o f using standard-size 
materials efficiently. What is not so obvious is that the colouring of illuminated copies 
cost Blake more than just money. Ink and pigment were not the only expenses Blake had
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to deal with; the more elaborately coloured the illumination, the more time Blake would 
have to spend on the copy. The more time Blake spent on his illuminated books, the less 
time he had to spend on his commercial engravings, his major source of income. The 
layering, or superimposition of colours on a page would require a layer of wash to first 
dry before the next was applied in order to avoid a muddy effect. This was very time- 
consuming and not entirely practical for a poor artisan such as Blake. It is likely then, 
that the more opaque or elaborate styles of decoration that Blake executed later in life 
could be a result of two circumstances; his heavy reliance on patronage and his desire to 
please his consumer combined with the declining number of commissions he received for 
commercial engraving.
It is easy to romanticize Blake’s art when discussing the aesthetics of his works. 
Colouring and decoration played an important role in the marketing of the books during 
Blake’s time and affects the ‘Value” of them today. However, it is important to keep in 
mind that the aesthetic decisions that Blake made may have been due to a greater 
influence; that of economics. The Marriage o f Heaven and H ell is ideally representative 
of all the aforementioned aesthetic issues. First printed in 1790, Blake sporadically 
printed and coloured copies of Marriage for some thirty-seven years, the last copies 
printed between 1825-27. These copies spanned the entire printing life of Blake’s 
illuminated works and cannot be said to be limited to any one “creative period” in his 
career. M arriage copies also represent the widest variation in textual decoration. Some 
copies were considered ephemera, such as the Song o f Liberty that was sold as a 
pamphlet, some were sold plain (B, K, L, M), some were coloured with a watercolour
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wash (A, C lightly), some were colour printed (Newton, BMPR, LC)1 and some were 
decorated with gold dust or leaf (A, C, H, I).
The inks that Blake most commonly printed with in Marriage were the colours 
that he frequently used for all his illuminated works. These pigments, such as amber, 
brown, green, and black, were the least expensive and most commercially available 
colours during Blake’s time. They do not necessarily represent any artistic expression on 
Blake’s part nor should they bear any undue weight of importance in the interpretations 
of the illuminated works. The dark and somewhat somber tones of Blake’s inks were not 
reflective of mood; the manner in which Blake produced his inks determined their tone. 
Blake used burnt linseed oil to blend with the powdered pigments to create his printing 
inks. Burnt linseed oil is not transparent, giving the powdered ink a slightly darker tone 
upon blending. These inks also appear to be arbitrarily chosen in the printing process. 
Joseph Viscomi has succeeded in identifying the production order of the illuminated 
works by identifying the printing session each one came from based on the inks used in 
the production process. Marriage copies A, B, C, and H included the same ink colours as 
some copies of Innocence and Thel (green, yellow ochre, raw sienna, and raw umber). 
What this indicates is that as Blake ran out of one pigment during a printing session, he 
would replace it with another, sometimes of a different colour. Sometimes the printing 
colour would change midway through an illuminated book, such as copy H of Marriage 
switching from reddish-brown to green, and sometimes a single colour would be used for 
several different works. What this demonstrates is that printing colour seems to be
1 These copies designated by G. E. Bentley Jr. as being held by: Newton = collection of Miss Newton; 
BMPR = British Museum Prim Room (Department of Prints and Drawings); LC -  The Library of 
Congress, Washington, D.C.
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arbitrarily chosen from stock on hand. Thel, Innocence, and Marriage have between 
them no common theme or imagery that would warrant Blake printing them in the same 
colour for aesthetic purposes. And so it appears that printing ink, at least, was not chosen 
based on aesthetics but rather out of convenience and economy.
The functional qualities of colour in Blake’s illuminated works can be examined 
through his watercolour washes. In comparing a plain copy of Marriage (such as B, K,
L, or M) to a painted copy (such as A, C, H or I) the functions of Blake’s colouring can 
be revealed. The application of colour serves to accentuate or change the outline of 
Blake’s forms, to highlight important forms or figures in the illumination and to add a 
quality of space to the image. Colouration also affects viewer perspective and 
communicates a setting for the plate. The William Blake Archive is the most accurate and 
reliable tool available to scholars who wish to compare copies of Blake’s books, and for 
this reason that I have chosen to discuss only the copies o f Marriage available on-line. 
These five copies, C (1790), D (1795), F (1794), H (1790), and I (1827), sufficiently 
demonstrate a range of both colouring style and production dates. Having examined the 
two most highly decorated copies o f Marriage (H and I) at the Fitzwilliam Museum, I 
can attest to the accuracy of the digital replication of colour, as well as offer more 
information on Blake’s application of gold leaf.
Highlighting elements on the page, changing or emphasizing the outline of 
objects, altering the spatial dimensions of the page, and varying setting and perspective 
were the major effects of Blake’s colouring styles. Plate 1 offers examples of three of 
these effects. The trees and stumps found in the top right-hand comer of the page best 
exemplify how colouring can affect and change the outline o f forms. These trees vary
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from stumps (C, H, D) to trunks (F) to full grown foliage with branches (1). What is 
highlighted by the colouring on the first plate is the flames. A comparison between 
copies C and H demonstrates the differences most clearly. C is coloured with a pale 
wash; the colours are light, transparent and are not vibrant. Therefore the colours on this 
plate do not cause any one element of the page to be exaggerated. The brilliant colours 
and gold leaf adorning copy H accentuate the flames and reinforces the idea that this 
marriage will take place through infernal methods, such as the burning away of copper 
plates to reveal “the infinite which was hid”. (E 39; MHH 14) Copy F emphasizes a 
different element of the title page: a lot of white shows through the center of the page, 
highlighting the words. The deep red of the flames that usually surrounds the words of 
the title in other copies, tends to camouflage and lessen the impact of the words. The 
light washes o f copy D (fig. 24), combined with the retraction of the flames, reveals and 
highlights the embracing figures, whereas in copy I, the flames are enhanced (as in H) 
and so seem to engulf and minimize these figures.
The quality of space on the title page created by colouration appears to be a 
consequence of highlighting rather than an indication of depth or dimension. Depending 
upon the intensity of the flames, the location of the scene as “Hell” is communicated over 
“Heaven”. Accentuation of flames turns the space of the page into an infernal space.
This is not the case in F, though. The words, exposed by the retraction of the colourful 
flames, seem to balance the depiction of Heaven and Hell. C seems to depict the inside 
of a cave, limiting the degree of physical space. None of these effects change the overall 
meaning or signification of the plate: regardless o f viewer perspective or physical space, 
the relationship between good and evil is what is important to set the tone for the rest of
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Figure 24. William Blake, The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate 1, 
Copy D, from The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell in Full Color (New York: 
Dover, 1994) 1.
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the book. However, by communicating subtly through the use of colour, Blake can affect 
the nuances of the plate.
In plate 2 the colouring of the figure changes the appearance of the standing 
woman. In C she appears naked, as indicated by a light pink wash over her body. In H 
she is clad in green and seems almost to be part of the tree. In D (fig. 25), F, and I she is 
clad in various colours (yellow, pink and white, and pale blue, respectively) that do not 
camouflage her against the tree. Similarly, the appearance of the figure in the tree 
changes appearance with the colour scheme. He/she seems to be more a part of the 
foliage or serpent-like when clad in shades of green and more “foreign” or obvious when 
clothed in blue (H) or pink (I). The camouflaging of a figure also takes place on plate 3 
with the woman in flames. When her skin tone matches the flames (D, F, H) she is one 
with the fire and seems very comfortable ablaze. This type of colouring supports my 
reading of the figure as the woman that will inhabit the fiery earth in Isaiah 34. Even 
when the woman is distinct from the flames and not in harmony with the fire (C, I), she 
does not appear to be afraid or in pain, and so this too can support the theory that she is 
the woman from Isaiah.
In general, when the entire page of a copy is covered with a wash, there seems to 
be more unity between image and text. This occurs on plate 2 for copies C, H, and I. 
However, when the text is left with a plain white background the coloured images are 
highlighted, as in F and D. This colouring technique also affects the quality of space, as 
different background washes separate and distinguish between textual and pictorial space. 
This differentiation between image and word disrupts the unity of text and at times 
crowds or limits the images, giving a confined sense to the illumination. This disruption
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lends to my theory of the time-shift between the poem and the picture. Washes that 
encompass both word and image (C, H, I) suggest a greater unity of time and space and 
make it difficult to read the poem as depicting a time other than what the image depicts. 
This colouring gently suggests that these “events”, the words and images that comprise 
the action of the poem and the picture, are not so far removed from one another. Still, 
this does not negate the fact that there has likely been a time shift between the image and 
the text.
The unifying effect of colour is evident in plate 3 where the illuminations 
sandwich the text top and bottom. When there is a wash over the entire page, as in I, 
there is not such a visual disruption/transition between word and picture and the reading 
of the page involves the smooth transition from image to word. However the 
illuminations become distinct when set against a white textual background, such as in D 
(fig. 26). Plate 3 also illustrates how facial expressions of the figures can change with the 
colouring. Facial features are outlined and altered like this on plate 4 as well. The gaze 
is altered according to the outline of the eye created by colouring after printing. The 
appearance of the mouth can also be varied according to the whims of the colourist 
(whether it was Catherine or Blake himself). These variations result in a communication 
of different emotions or demeanors. The woman of plate 3 and the man o f plate 4 appear 
angry, indifferent, sad, harmless, or dangerous according to their facial expressions. The 
messages communicated by the facial gestures determine not only the tone of the 
illumination, but also add layers of meaning to the identification of the figures. In plate 4 
the colouring affects how “threatening” the illumination is. The scene takes place in 
either sunrise (C, F, I) or sunset (D (fig. 27), H) according to the colour o f the sun. Dusk,
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associated with the disappearance of heavenly light, is often considered an ominous and 
foreboding time. The facial expressions o f the male figure echo this depiction. In C he is 
as harmless as the peach coloured flames he emerges from, compared to H, where he 
emerges from sinister-looking, dark flames staring at the viewer.
In plate 5 the Phaeton myth is emphasized or hidden by the degree of colouring.
A broken chariot wheel, which supports reading the myth in the illumination, is more 
obvious in C (white wheel in a blue plume), F (yellow against red), and I (white on white, 
but wheel is clearly outlined in red) than in H (pale blue-gray) or D (light blue, fig. 28) 
where the broken wheel seems part o f the plume. But the definition of the wheel is not 
the only outline affected by colouring. As is typical throughout copies, the flames shrink 
and grow with colour. The sword to the left of the man is transformed through colouring 
as well, but to a more dramatic degree. It is large and highly visible in C, D, H, and I but 
appears as only a dagger in F. In I a new feature has been added: a fiery purple orb falls 
to the left of Phaeton. For this plate, colour holds the power to transform the scene. The 
man and horse fall amongst clouds and sky in I, in a cave in D, F, and H, while in C the 
background is indistinguishable as it is of a plain cream colour. The function of the sun* 
like orb to the left of the horse’s head changes according to the depiction of the scene. In 
the sky it is a distant sun; in a cave it is also a falling object. In this manner, colour on 
this plate can either accentuate the Greek myth or de-emphasize it, but overall it does not 
affect the image: regardless of the detail that colour can alter, the man and horse are still 
seen as plummeting to “hell”.
Plates 7 through 9 contain the Proverbs of Hell and have no major illuminations 
(fig. 29-31). Copy H best demonstrates how colour is used to group and highlight the
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proverbs. The words have been traced over in various coloured inks. It was common for 
Blake to hand-trace over partially or lightly printed text to make it more readable. A bad 
pull would explain why Blake re-traced the words, but it does not explain why he chose 
to do so, laboriously, in more than one colour. One or more proverbs in succession are 
traced in a colour before switching to another hue. Copy H, created for a special patron, 
John Linnell, is the only copy to have the Proverbs executed in this manner. In this copy, 
colour becomes more performative in the verbal aspects of the page than in the forms of 
the illuminations. In the Proverbs, colour acts as a visual organizational tool. Proverbs 
grouped by colour can be read in combination to produce more complex and layered 
meanings. Often they have a thematic similarity that becomes more obvious when they 
are visually combined through colour. The fourth and fifth proverbs on plate 7,
“Prudence is a rich ugly old maid courted by Incapacity./He who desires but acts not, 
breeds pestilence.” (E35; MHH 7), warn against cautious hesitation. At other times the 
pairing of the proverbs provides contrasting imagery. Plate 9 offers, “When thou seest an 
Eagle, thou seest a portion of Genius, lift up thy head!/As the catterpiller chooses the 
fairest leaves to lay her eggs on, so the priest lays his curse on the fairest joys.” (E 37; 
MHH 9), which recalls the bird-serpent theme that contrasts the earthly with the 
heavenly. Erdman acknowledges the important function of the proverbs’ colour in his 
The Complete Poetry and Prose o f William Blake. Using copy H as his copy text, he 
makes editorial allowances for the signification of colour groupings by arranging the 
proverbs spatially in his edition: proverbs of the same colour are printed closer together 
on the page with a double-spaced break indicating where in the text a colour change takes 
place.
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Colour plays an important role in highlighting the figures on plate 10. The 
winged devil is never clothed but his body and face are blue in L, making him appear less 
human, distinguishing him even more from the other two figures. The scroll is also 
highlighted or downplayed according to colour. In D (fig. 32) and I the scroll stands out 
stark white against the coloured figures. In C, F, and H the scroll is a muted colour that 
blends tonally with the figures. The emphasis on the scroll, by drawing the viewer’s eye 
to it through highlighting, is a reminder of the act of collecting the proverbs mentioned by 
the narrator on plate 7. In essence the reader, having just read the preceding plates, has 
just finished reading the scroll. As the concluding illumination for this section, the image 
acts as a summation o f the narrator’s actions in collecting the proverbs and providing 
access to them through the written word.
Despite the importance of highlighting on plate 10, the most important and drastic 
role that colour plays on the page is the creation of space and scene. In C the figures sit 
amidst green foliage, a rather benign image without much depth. In H streaks of colour 
communicate a dusky sky. Colour in this copy offers information on both time and place: 
the figures sit outside at sunset on the grassy edge of a river bank, the river flowing a dark 
gray in front of them. In F, the figures are seated on solid ground. The blue-coloured 
background is ambiguous: it suggests both sky and water as a darker blue abuts the land 
while a lighter blue sits on top. In D (see fig. 32) the figures sit on green land, seemingly 
at the edge of a dark abyss. The black hole combined with the red-orange background is 
suggestive of hell as a setting. In I it is most clear that the figures sit at the edge of a 
riverbank. The swirling, frothing water breaks as white caps on the shore in front o f the 
figures. Behind them seems to be blue sky streaked with white clouds. The figures are
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flanked by two purple-gray clouds. Regardless of the style of depiction, each copy 
suggests in some way that the proverb recording session is taking place in hell. Blake's 
representation of hell varies, however. In some copies hell is depicted as earthly and in 
others it is more traditionally illustrated. The river is not just an earthly element though, 
since it is reminiscent of Styx or Acheron, or any of the other seven rivers of the 
underworld in Greek mythology.
The setting of plate 11 is also greatly affected by the colouring of the plate. In H 
the figures seem to be on an island surrounded by water, in C the land is floating in space, 
as there is no background detail. F and D (fig. 33) place the figures on land as well, but 
depict no water. Copy I is different from all of these. In copy I the viewer’s perspective 
is changed. To see the figures we are forced to view the scene through the mouth of a 
cave as if we were in the cave ourselves. Blake’s commentary here seems to be that we 
can only view the animated, sensible objects created by poets through the “narrow 
chinks” of our cavern, or limited imagination. Our cavern limits the scene, our vision 
blocked by cave walls which frame the scene like a vignette. This illumination 
anticipates the limited view “thro’ narrow chinks of his cavern” given on plate 14, the 
next illustrated plate in succession.
Colour acts mainly as a unifying factor on plate 14. According to the colour, the 
figures are more or less a part of the flames. They are either consumed by the fire (D, F, 
H, I) or unaffected by it (C). The prone man exhibits various states of unconsciousness 
and death based on his colour: in C he is stark white against red flames, not consumed but 
pure and oppositional to the fire.; in H and I he is faintly blue, as if a hot centre to the 
flame; in F he is the same brownish colour as the woman hovering above him, and so in
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the same physical state as she is; in D (fig. 34) he is nearly black, as if on his funeral 
pyre, contrasting sharply with the woman’s healthy pink hue. The colouring of the 
figures does seem to hold some significance for the reading but not in the symbolic nature 
o f the hue. When the hovering woman is the same colour as the man (C, F, H), this 
suggests the union of body and soul. When the two figures are distinctively different 
colours (D, I) the illumination seems to defy Blake’s opinion to support the myth that 
body and soul are distinct entities. These two depictions are not as contrary as they 
appear. As discussed in chapter three, the difficulty in this illumination is the ability to 
communicate the unity of body and soul without simply depicting what the viewer would 
recognize simply as a human form. Blake’s medium seems to limit him to the traditional 
depiction of the body with its female counterpart, the soul. This illumination is not a 
result of Blake compromising his own views by bowing to the traditional rendering of the 
body/soul image. Blake uses this illumination in two ways: to depict a union of fire (C,
F, H) or to offer the viewer the only narrow vision we can comprehend (D, I). Both 
depictions taunt the reader with the limitations o f our senses and imaginations.
The “narrow vision" motif is continued in the colouring of plate 15. The space of 
the illumination is greatly affected by the colouring of the plate. In C, D (fig. 35), and H 
the bird and snake are in mid-flight against a sky-like background. In F the brown 
background suggests the interior of a cave. Consistent with its previous viewpoint 
offered on plate 11, Copy I offers the viewer the observation point from inside a cave. 
Outcroppings of rock flank the bird and snake that soar against a blue and white sky. 
Copy I involves the reader in the action of the page more than any other copy. The reader 
is placed in a setting such as a cave and is offered only those scenes that can be accessed
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through the “narrow chinks of [our] cavern” (E 39; MHH 14) offered by Blake. Our 
limitations become evident when we are made part of the text: cave walls function like 
blinders, limiting our view of the scene; rocks both hinder our view and frame the 
illumination, displaying the important visual elements. By seemingly peering out from 
within a cave, the reader is no longer looking passively at a flat text. The reader’s 
location becomes a dimension of the text, helping to complete the setting of the 
illumination.
Plate 16 also offers themes of confinement, but this time it is the figures in the 
illumination that are confined, not the viewer. The space of the illumination limits the 
figures with a dark background that frames them without spilling over onto the verbal 
text. This space is clearly defined and obviously a cell of some sort. The figures are 
noticeably restricted, and in F the darkness is so oppressive that it weighs heavily upon 
the figures, making them indistinct. Colour also serves to communicate the relationship 
of the figures to each other. In H the Ugolino figure is clad in blue, while the other 
figures are in green. He stands out and can be seen as a leader, or father figure. In C, D 
(fig. 36), F, and I the figures are all clad in different colours and so the colour of their 
garb does not draw attention to any figure in particular: they are all equals in this prison 
with no specific patriarch. Accentuating or hiding the outline of Ugolino’s hands also 
communicates or denies a familial relationship. In C, H, and I his hands are visible as he 
embraces the figures on either side of him. In D and F his hands are not easily visible 
and he appears to be huddled to himself communicating that he is not comforting the 
others.
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The last three illustrated plates primarily demonstrate how colour can be used to 
highlight elements o f the illumination. On plate 20, the vision of the Leviathan 
dominates the page. The figure sitting on a limb above and to the right of the scene is 
highlighted or engulfed by the abyss according to the colouration. In C, D (fig. 37), and 
F the figure is not part of the scene taking place in the abyss as the different background 
for the figure communicates. The figure is more visible when distinguishable from the 
frothing water produced by the serpent. In H and I the figure is not so obvious; the colour 
of the abyss extends right up to the verbal text. The skull found on plate 21 is clearly 
coloured as a skull in copy I, while in other copies the indistinct use of colour could cause 
the skull to be mistaken for a rock (fig. 38). On plate 24 Nebuchadnezzar is more human 
or more animal-like according to the hue of his flesh (fig. 39). The highlighting that 
takes place on all the plates does not change the overall meaning of the illumination. 
Colour simply accentuates or de-emphasizes elements already present on the page. 
Highlighting may bring out nuances of the illumination or recall thematic issues, but it 
does not serve to create new meaning. Highlighting can enhance the reading of the plate, 
narrow the possible range of meaning for the illumination, or draw attention to a written 
portion of the text through a visual cue. However, these are nuances that do not result in 
major alterations to the meaning. As well, the setting o f the scene does not change the 
action and importance of what occurs in that setting. These are minor details that should 
be recognized and read for what they are.
And so colour operates in Blake’s texts in a different manner than previously 
thought. It is not merely decorative; it is responsive to both the images and the text and 
so functions as a literary unifier. The use o f the colour reinforces, emphasizes or
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Figure 37. William Blake, The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate 20, 
Copy D, from The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell in Full Color (New York: 
Dover, 1994) 20.
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Figure 38. William Blake, The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate 21, 
Copy D, from The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell in Full Color (New York: 
Dover, 1994) 21.
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Figure 39. William Blake, 77ie Marriage o f Heaven and Hell, plate 24, 
Copy D, from The Marriage o f Heaven and Hell in Full Color (New York: 
Dover, 1994) 24.
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downplays what is already present in the text; the meaning then, derives from “colour” 
as being part o f the text, not its particular symbolic hue. It is Blake’s technique and 
physical process that needs to be “read” and explicated, and not the symbolic nature of 
the colour. Instead colour acts as a medium of coherence by unifying subtle thematic and 
conceptual ideas presented by Blake.
Blake’s use of colour on the illuminated page counter-balances his rare references 
to colour in the verbal text. Blake’s Marriage makes very little use of delineative 
description involving colour. In fact there are only two episodes in Marriage that make 
use of colour description. It is arguable that with a text so elaborately decorated, Blake 
would not need to make use of detailed verbal description in his work. But this 
explanation does not work for the uncoloured copies, or those copies with only a light, 
uniform watercolour wash. It seems then, that Blake only mentions colour when he 
wants to specifically direct and control the reader’s mental image. Otherwise, the 
variation between plain and coloured copies and the range and degrees of colouration of 
those copies indicates that Blake had no specific colour scheme in mind. Black and white 
are the colours most predominately mentioned in Marriage, ranging from the description 
of a Devil folded in black clouds (E 35; MHH 6) to the proverb that states: “The crow 
wish’d every thing was black, the owl, that every thing was white” (E 38; MHH 10) to 
the narrator who clothes himself in white (E 42; MHH 19). Black, the opposite of white, 
is the result of the absence of or complete absorption of light; white is the reflection of all 
visible rays o f light. These two visual oppositions play out nicely against each other in a 
work that repeatedly mentions the limitations o f human sensibility.
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Where there is little visual adornment to the page, Blake seems to compensate for 
this through his verbal text. Plate 18 contains the very detailed description of the angel's 
vision of the abyss. This is one of the major episodes in the text that involves the verbal 
description o f colour, but black is still the adjective most used. Blake writes of a “black 
sun”, “black and white spiders”, “black as a sea”, “black tempest” and the “blackning” 
effect of the fire. Out of all this black, appears Leviathan: “his forehead was divided into 
streaks of green & purple like those on a tigers forehead: soon we saw his mouth & red 
gills hand just above the raging foam tinging the black deep with beams of blood,” (E 41; 
MHH 18). The sudden and colourful appearance of Leviathan produces a dramatic effect 
on a plate with so little visual adornment. The great serpent suddenly has a strong visual 
presence in the reader’s mind. The verbal description imaginatively engages the reader 
with the text, much more so than when the illumination supplies the visual representation 
for the reader a few pages later.
Blake also offers a colourful description on plate 23. Upon hearing the 
“blasphemous” words of the Devil, the Angel “became almost blue but mastering himself 
he grew yellow, & at last white pink & smiling,” (E 43; MHH 23). The colourful 
transition of the angel is something that Blake could not illustrate in one plate. But it is 
probably not worth illustrating anyway. The physical appearance of the Angel seems to 
be a result of his own will, the same will that restrains desire. The colour is superficial; it 
does not express the true feelings o f the Angel and is a result of control. Blue is the 
colour of someone suffocating, yellow the colour of jaundice and pink the colour of 
health. The transition of colours certainly leaves room for interpretation of each stage of
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the Angel’s self-control, and so it communicates true emotion. What that emotion should 
be categorized as is up to the reader’s own sense of iconography.
Gold L ea f
Using gold leaf to adorn books dates back to the sixth century. It was typically 
used for bookbindings and gilt edging. Preparation of gold leaf is a highly skilled craft 
that requires much time and effort, making it impossible for even a multitalented artisan 
such as Blake to beat his own gold into leaves. Gold leaf was an expensive adornment to 
any book and its expense was why it was so rarely seen in Blake’s works. Copy H of 
Marriage is one of the most lavishly adorned illuminated books created by Blake.
Printed in 1821 for John Linneil2, an important patron of Blake’s works, Blake Records . 
lists that Blake received £2. 2s. for this copy on April 30, 1821. (581) Blake, 
demonstrating extraordinary care and patience, traced over the printed text by hand using 
coloured inks such as black, red, yellow, green, blue, lavender, brown, and pink. Blake 
used the leaf extensively on plate 1 in an attempt to give the impression of shading and 
light and dark. The gold leaf (appearance of rays emanating from the lower left comer of 
the page) can be distinguished from the gold ink (around the “H” and “E” of 
“HEAVEN”) even when viewing the image on a computer screen. Copy I was decorated 
very similarly to copy H with the exception of the gold leaf. Based on the watermark, 
copy I was printed in 1825, much later than copy H. Copy H contains no watermark and 
was thought to have been one of the original copies printed in a 1790 session.3 However,
* John Linneil (1792-1882), painter and friend of Blake, was a patron from 1818 until Blake’s death in 
1827. Linneil continued to support Mrs. Blake after her husband’s death.
3 Watermarks were not used in commercial paper until 1794.
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it was not coloured until 1827, two years after copy I. Copy I was probably the copy 
ordered by Thomas Griffiths Wainewright in February of 1827 in a letter to John Linnell. 
(BR 339) An entry in Linnell’s accounting books notes that on March 13, 1827, £2 was 
paid “to Blake on acc‘” (BR 593) and according to Bentley’s footnote, “this [copy] 
had been ordered, and presumably delivered, about Feb. 23, 1827” (BR 593 n.5), which 
coincides with the dating of Wainewright’s letter. It was the customer that directed the 
decoration of these two copies. Linnell was not only a patron and sponser of Blake, but a 
friend as well. Linnell had purchased many other illuminated works from Blake and had 
them all bound similarly in white vellum with gilt spines. It is known that he had 
America (O), Europe (K), Songs (R), Jerusalem (C), and M arriage (H) all bound in this 
manner. (BR 300) Linnell collected Blake’s works and so it is not surprising that Blake 
made an exceptional effort to enhance the copy sold to him. Wainewright, a former 
student of Henry Fuseli and a casual friend of Blake, was not a known collector of the 
illuminated books and would represent an average buyer o f Blake’s works. However, 
Linnell was a regular patron who required special attention in order to keep him buying 
the illuminated books.
Gold leaf did not appear in any of Blake’s illuminated works executed before 
1818. Why Blake only used gold in the later illuminated works is easy to explain in 
terms of his changes in pricing and colouring style. Blake would have been financially 
foolish had he used gold leaf to adorn copies of Marriage when he was selling them for 
7s. a piece. When the asking price for Blake’s books became closer to that o f colour 
prints, gold leaf became a more affordable decoration for the pages. Gold was never 
entirely affordable for Blake, but before 1806 it was simply economically impractical to
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use considering what he was charging for his books. Besides this it was also aesthetically 
awkward considering how the earlier editions of the illuminated books were coloured. 
Heavy, opaque, gold leaf would look clumsy when placed on the light watercolour 
washes that were characteristic of earlier copies. Only when Blake’s colouring style 
began to consist of the heavier, more opaque washes, could more physical decoration 
such as gold leaf be used on the surface of the page.
Blake’s personal financial situation also prevented the elaborate use of gold leaf 
in his works. At the outset of the nineteenth century, gold prices began fluctuating well 
above the standard price of gold set at £3. 17s. lOd.'/i by the British Royal Mint (Report 
ccii). A committee was established to determine the causes of this fluctuation and its 
findings were reported in the Report from  the Select Committee on the High Price o f 
Gold Bullion, Ordered by the House o f Commons to be printed 8, June 1810. Letters 
written to the M orning Chronicle of London by David Ricardo, economist and publicist, 
between August and November of 1809 express a concern about the unstable gold 
market:
It is remarkable that between the years 1777 and 1797 the average price of 
gold was not higher than 31. 17s. 7d. ... It is only since 1797, since the 
year that the Bank has been restricted from paying its notes in specie, that 
gold has risen to 41., 41. 10s., and latterly to 41. 13s. per ounce. (Ricardo 9)
These rising prices would certainly not persuade a poor artisan to begin using gold leaf in 
his works. The cost of an ounce o f gold could buy roughly 240 loaves of bread, enough
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to feed a family for a year.4 Considering Blake’s average income for these years, £58 
I Os. (Bentley 608), it is likely that he was encouraged by patrons to use leaf.
Based on economics, we can assume that Blake began using leaf to please his 
patrons, not as an artistic expression in his illuminated books. As mentioned earlier, the 
leaf may have been part of the belaboured copies Blake “overworked” for generous 
patrons. The application of gold leaf, much like colour, does not affect the meaning 
communicated by a text, but it does perform the same highlighting functions as colour, as 
well as communicating other details about the illumination. Gold leaf was used to 
communicate shades of light and dark, to suggest a light source through reflection, and to 
give texture and shimmer to surfaces. For example, Blake applied gold leaf extensively 
to plate 15 of copy H. The leaf was used expertly on the bird and snake to highlight 
them. The gold shimmers and gives the animals depth in more ways than one. The leaf 
gives texture to the page and also reflects light, suggesting that the reader’s light source is 
also the light source present in the sky of the illumination. These elements turn the page 
into a three-dimensional creation: an amalgamation of relief page and the reader’s own 
setting.
Catalogues describing Blake’s illuminated works have either ignored the gold leaf 
or mis-categorized it as simply “gold”, yellow, or gold ink. Two of the foremost Blake 
scholars have made errors or been imprecise when describing the use of gold leaf.
Despite its attempt at preciseness and comprehensiveness, G. E. Bentley Jr.’s invaluable 
work Blake Books: Annotated Catalogues o f William B lake's Writings in Illuminated 
Printing contains inaccuracies that are pertinent to this paper and also to future studies of
4 Prices obtained from Roy- Porter’s English Society in the Eighteenth Century (1990).
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Blake’s illuminated works. Bentley admits that he paid little attention to the 
documentation of the use of gold leaf. In his catalogue he often describes this colouration 
as “yellow” and therefore does not distinguish between the appearance of leaf and yellow 
ink. Because Blake’s books are so rare and difficult to access, students and scholars must 
rely upon catalogue descriptions and facsimile reproductions for information about the 
illuminated works. The incomplete descriptions made it difficult for me as a student to 
know which copies I would need to view in order to understand Blake’s use of this 
decorative material. Besides the sake of bibliographic accuracy, the importance of 
properly describing or recognizing gold leaf on Blake’s pages lies in the material reading 
it produces and the resultant character sketch of the artist such a reading produces. David 
Erdman incorrectly describes Songs copy U, held at Princeton University, as “adorned 
with silver and gold” (Illuminated 41). This particular copy is not adorned with silver, 
only gold leaf. It is impure gold leaf that gives the appearance of a silvery or coppery 
sheen. Understanding how gold leaf is manufactured allows me to conclude that Blake 
never used silver to decorate his books but that he simply could not afford high quality 
gold leaf. Each copy must be examined as a material object produced in and emerging 
from a specific economic situation. In some particulars Erdman has given Blake more 
artistic credit than he deserves. As adornment was not meant to create meaning, the 
misunderstanding surrounding gold leaf should not affect the reading of the text. Instead 
it should alter our understanding of Blake’s creative process. Process is the foundation of 
Blake’s literary expression and is fundamental to understanding much of the imagery 
present in his texts.
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Gold leaf like colour, does not add any major significance to the meaning of the 
illuminated page. Rather the use of gold seems to be a response to the expectations of the 
marketplace and not simply an adornment chosen by Blake. As a bookseller, Blake was 
under pressure to please consumers with unique and marketable material artifacts. As 
much as Blake was a combination of artist and writer so was he an am algam ation of 
aesthetician and businessman. For a poor book producer attempting to keep up with the 
industrialization of book production, aesthetics often take second place to economics; 
Blake’s illuminated works, then, should be understood as the culmination of many 
business decisions. It was Blake the entrepreneur who probably initiated the use of gold 
leaf in his works. But this should not detract from the artist’s creative use of materials. 
Blake employed the leaf on the page while still keeping within his own artistic values.
Less functional than colour, the gold leaf still draws the reader into the page. It is a 
surprise discovery, sometimes not catching the light until the page is being turned; and it 
can change the appearance of the page depending on the type and angle of the light 
source. While it may not hold any meaning in itself the gold leaf does succeed in 
drawing attention to the elements that do hold meaning; the forms and figures o f the 
illuminated page.
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Conclusion
Reading Blake’s {Humiliated texts requires an exchange of reciprocals: the text of 
The Marriage a f Heaven and Hett binds both the author and the reader in the creative 
process. In many cases the reader completes Blake’s work by combming illumination 
and word in the formation of a unified text The gap left by the artist is not a wide one, or 
a very difficult one to fill. The verbal and pictorial text, as well as the way in which the 
artistic materials are used, limit and guide the range of plausible meaning produced by 
the reader. The materialization of meaning then, takes place through the “reading” of the 
physical page, an atypical practice with most verbal texts that do not encourage an active 
engagement in the reading process.
Marriage is a  text that is highly conscious of the reading process. The models 
Blake provides for the critical reading of a text guide our own reading of his text. But the 
verbal examples offered of Swedenborg and Milton are not die only instruction we 
receive. Blake’s commercial illustrations for Young’s Night Thoughts can also be used 
as a standard of how Blake approaches a text His reading of the text manifests itself as 
the images he created around the verbal content of the page. These clues inform us of 
how Blake read, understood, and envisioned literary works and offer some insight as to 
what level of comprehension he wished his reader to achieve with his own style of 
illumination The reading process requires a certain selfrconsciousncss dial can be linked 
to the ways in which Blake references the materiality of his process. The reader is 
consistently made aware of the physical method of creating the page through the verbal 
imagery. Blake’s production process then, is an integral part of the reading process, and
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this necessitates the understanding of how Blake used his materials to create a verbally 
and visually rich text
Because of the variation in Blake’s decoration of die illuminated works, the 
theories on reading die tBuminations must first be mixed with the knowledge of 
production process and then applied to the texts individually. Colour, the single most 
dom inant factor that “changes” copies of the illuminated works, does not represent 
Blake’s desire to create unique and individual copies of a text such as The Marriage o f 
Heaven and Hell. For too long in literary studies the variations between copies of a work 
have held more signification than they warrant, allowing sundry, multiple readings to 
misdirect the understanding of the text and mask the fixed meaning of the plates. The 
application of colour and addition of gold leaf does not alter die essence of die 
illuminatfd page. The forms, figures, and words direct the construction of meaning while 
die physical adornments work to unify the thematic concepts present in both image and 
text Grounding Blake’s literature firmly in production process, the copper plate 
represents Blake’s desire to “fix verbal structures” (Viscomi 373) and make permanent 
the elements o f die page that contain textual signification. This is die true form and 
meaning for the text intended to stay the same for all time. Variations that occur between 
copies, such as tiiose resulting from colour application, are not permanent dements of the 
and cannot be said to hold considerable meaning, hi this way it is possible to 
distinguish between deliberate revisions meant to alter die text and incidental changes 
that result from production process or market pressure.
Blake’s art challenges his readers/viewers and causes diem in turn to challenge 
their own temptation to give in to the passive practice o f  reading traditional texts and
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accepting meaning blindly. The reader has to work for Blake’s meaning, and this is no 
accident. Reading Blake is an exercise in both literary and aesthetic judgment Like any 
good judge the reader must weigh the material facts appropriately. Joseph Visconri has 
provided Blake scholarship with the practical knowledge of Blake’s creative process. 
With this thesis, Blake scholarship has now begun to move forward in applying this 
practical knowledge to the reading and understanding of die illuminated literary text
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Appendix 
The Manufacture of Gold Leaf
Gold leaf is created by melting pure gold (24K) with small amounts of silver and 
copper so that the result is 23V4K gold. The gold bars are then rolled into ribbons and cut 
into two-inch squares. Approximately two hundred layers of gold, interleaved with 
Montgolfier paper1, are encased with two bands of parchment. This bundle is known as a 
cutch. The cutch is then hand-beaten until die gold pieces are approximately four inches 
square. The gold is then quartered and restacked (now eight hundred leaves thick), 
interleaved with vellum squares, and beaten again. After another quartering, restacking, 
and beating, die resulting leaves would be approximately four millionths of an inch thick. 
The gold leaf was typically sold in rouged tissue-paper books with twenty-five pieces per 
book. A single ounce of gold could produce about 250 square feet of leaf.2
1 Specialized thin paper created by two French brothers. Joseph Michel Montgolfier (1740-1810) and 
Jacques Etienne Montgolfier (1745-1799).
z From Geoffrey Ashall daister, G laister's G lossary o f the Book, 2— ed. Berkeley: California UP, 1979: 
198.
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